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ABSTRACT 

Graphical representation for construction control information—processes such as 

scheduling, budgeting and RFIs—follows no formalized method.  Many graphics neglect 

relevant information necessary to highlight trends in or relationships between processes.  

The principles of data graphics offer visual capabilities beyond those currently employed 

by the construction industry to display appropriate information in a manner that enhances 

comprehension of control processes.  This paper describes a method that incorporates 

four tasks; those of structuring and filtering data, editing for density and communicating 

efficiently; as necessary to creating effective data graphics.  In addition to an evaluation 

technique, these tasks are outlined in a coherent framework.  Several construction control 

processes are then described with respect to these four tasks.  Focused application of the 

framework to the budgeting process produces four graphics that are subsequently 

evaluated by industry professionals.  Conclusions detailed at the end of this document 

draw together lessons learned from the process of creating data graphics as well as from 

quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the visual cost report. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 THESIS STATEMENT 

Graphical representation for construction control data—processes such as scheduling, 

budgeting and submittals—follows no predefined method.  Many graphics neglect 

relevant information necessary to highlight trends in or relationships between processes.  

Principles of data graphics offer visual capabilities beyond those currently employed by 

the construction industry to display appropriate data in a manner that enhances 

comprehension of control processes. 

The data type or dimension of a set of information dictates its graphical layout (Bertin 

1983; Shneiderman 1996; Card 1999; Spence 2001).  Though consideration of the data 

type is primary, perceptual, graphical and physical (size of the information) features are 

fundamental to creating data graphics.  This paper describes a method that incorporates 

these facets as well as an evaluation technique into a coherent framework for creating 

data graphics.  Several construction control processes are subsequently described with 

respect to this framework.  Focused application of the framework to a monthly cost report 

produces four graphics that are then evaluated by industry professionals. 
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1.2 BACKGROUND 

The construction industry produces voluminous quantitative data.  A large amount of this 

data is created during the controls phase of construction projects relating to 

administrative, cost and scheduling information.  Storage and processing advances in 

computers as well as display capabilities afforded by computer graphics have increased 

the opportunity to monitor projects differently.  Still, fundamental changes to the way 

projects are controlled have been slow to evolve.   

While computer technology is prevalent in the Architecture-Engineering-Construction 

(AEC) industry, it primarily enhances the paper generating process (De La Garza 1994).  

Paper cost reports, schedules and requests for information are stored in file cabinets and 

passed between project participants.  Ultimately, paper centric controls create reactive 

management environments (Subramanian 2000). 

Computer graphics are an important medium to help facilitate the visualization of data 

(Spence 2001).  As the amount of construction data continues to swell, the ability to 

quickly understand trends in data becomes increasingly important.  Proper 

implementation of the storage, processing and display capabilities coupled with 

principles of data graphics provides potential to create a proactive management 

environment.  
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1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Within the construction industry, the need exists for both better visual representations of 

data and a method outlining the creation of such representations.  These needs are 

discussed in greater detail below. 

1.3.1 Need for Visualization 

A number of issues draw attention to the need for data visualization within the 

construction industry.  These include a focus on static, paper representations of project 

controls, large quantities of data resulting in information overload and the nominal use of 

computers and graphics to bring coherence to large datasets.   

Multiple problems plague the construction industry with respect to information 

technology implementation.  Fragmentation delays the realization of new methods of 

project controls based on visual principles.  In a review of the past 10 years at Stanford’s 

Center for Integrated Facility Engineering (CIFE), Kunz et al. state that “Our observation 

on site was that even today’s advanced computer tools give little help for practitioners to 

elucidate the scope, cost, schedule and organizational tradeoffs of various alternatives” 

(Kunz 2001, 97).  Where computer tools are available, a lack of training and/or 

understanding regarding these tools abounds (Russell 1997; Griffis 2000).  This critique 

is particularly applicable to data visualization.  Informational ground is continually lost as 

capabilities offered by visual principles exceed understanding of how to visualize 

information.   
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Project review meetings center on paper representations of project controls rather than 

their electronic forms (Liston 2000; Liston 2000).  Accordingly, relationships between 

information related to similar work items are rarely correlated.  Project teams spend much 

of their time describing and digesting information rather than leveraging information to 

make decisions.  Consequently, only 10% of meeting times are spent pursuing predictive 

and proactive measures (Liston 2000).  Visual tools provide an important means for 

creating a focus on electronic, integrated project controls and thereby aid in party 

integration (Retik 1997).  

On an individual level, without informational structure, organization and helpful visual 

explanations, the massive amount of data available to construction managers results in 

information overload (Tufte 1997; Liston 1998).  “Humans have remarkable perceptual 

abilities that are greatly under-utilized in current designs” (Shneiderman 1996).  

Graphical representations are necessary to overcome the possibility of information 

overload with the processing power of the human brain.  Humans are visual learners with 

a great ability to store images.  However, the number of individual images necessary to 

comprehend thousands of numbers across a data table far exceeds short-term memory 

space.  Graphical comparison of the same data usually requires fewer images and results 

in better comprehension. 

1.3.2 Need for a Framework 

Ultimately a disparity exists between data visualization needs and data visualization 

reality within the construction industry.  Many graphics in construction suffer from 
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overly simplistic designs that result in the display of only part of the data they intend to 

show.  A framework centering on the data type and underscoring additional principles 

pertinent to data graphics can achieve the inclusion of more data and bring better 

coherence to larger datasets. 

Difficulties associated with creating data graphics additionally stem from the diversity of 

skills required to create visual information displays.  Tufte describes visual-artistic, 

empirical-statistical and mathematical skills as being necessary to the designer of visual 

graphics (Tufte 1983).  Graphical principles detailed in the subsequent chapter purposely 

emphasize artistic skills in order to enhance the creativity with which construction 

graphics are created. 

1.4 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The construction community lacks fundamental knowledge of the principles of 

information visualization.  Following a broad literature review on the topic of data 

graphics, a framework is developed to bring coherence to the literature and elucidate the 

steps necessary to create effective graphics.  This framework is then applied to several 

construction problems in general.  The varying effectiveness of data graphics in 

construction controls provides an excellent resource for detailing different facets of the 

framework.  

Subsequently to a general application, actual data for a monthly cost report is analyzed in 

terms of the framework.  The purpose of specific application is twofold: using field data 
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(1) illustrates how to apply the steps as detailed in the framework but still possibly vague 

after a general discussion and (2) demonstrates how evaluations of graphics may be 

carried out.  Thus, the primary contribution of this research is articulating the confluence 

of various graphical principles into an ordered set of topics and then illustrating those 

topics generally and specifically within the construction domain. 

1.5 OBJECTIVES, METHODS AND ORGANIZATION 

In brief, this research entails six objectives as outlined in the proposal: 

Objective 1: Understand the principles and fundamentals of data representation.   

Objective 2: Understand primary construction control processes and their related 

information.   

Objective 3: Outline the principles of data visualization as they relate to 

construction data.   

Objective 4: Determine a data rich, information poor problem within the 

construction control domain.   

Objective 5: Develop a prototype visual representation of this data.   

Objective 6: Evaluate the prototype representation against conventional control 

methods.   

Initial discussion of each objective and a description of the methods employed to meet 

the objective are contained in the following sections.  Chapters related to the objectives 

provide further details regarding the development and results of methods detailed here.    
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Thus, the layout of this thesis can be detailed as in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Visual table of contents  

 

Chapter 2 provides a bird’s eye view of data graphics, outlining numerous factors that go 

into their creation.  These include structuring and filtering the data, editing for density 

and communicating efficiently.  Chapter 4 articulates these principles into a more specific 

framework.  Subsequent chapters focus on one factor of the framework to fully illustrate 

its application.  Chapter 5 describes data in a cost report and the filtering necessary to 

meet user requirements.  Chapter 6 discusses four data graphics produced from the 

numbers contained in the cost report while Chapter 7 provides evaluation of these data 

graphics. 
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1.5.1 Principles of Data Representation: Chapter 2 

Topics relating to data visualization within the disciplines of computer science, graphic 

design, perceptual psychology and statistics are explored.  Primary sources include Card 

et al. (Computer Science/Human Computer Interaction), Spence (Computer Science), 

Cleveland (Statistics), Bertin (Statistics/Perceptual Psychology) and Tufte 

(Statistical/Graphical Design).  Literature highlights that the creation of data graphics 

includes several factors: structuring and filtering the data, editing for honesty and density 

as well as communicating efficiently.   

Primary among these considerations is the data type, commonly referred to as 

dimensionality (Spence 2001).  The classification and skeleton of Chapter 2 follows 

Shnierdman’s nomenclature of seven data types: uni-, bi-, tri- and multidimensional, 

network, temporal and hierarchical (Shneiderman 1996).  Using the term data type 

additionally helps to avoid confusion with the word dimensionality when referring to 

information other than the first four types listed. 

Though Chapter 2 describes visual strategies related to specific data types, actual 

construction processes rarely can be categorized as one particular type.  Throughout the 

report, the term characteristic will be used when describing one particular type or 

dimension of a complex set of information (for example, scheduling data can be 

characterized as having at least three types of data: temporal, hierarchical and 

multidimensional). 
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1.5.2 Construction Control Processes: Chapter 3 

An informal survey of several construction companies results in the enumeration of 

processes monitored on a regular basis during construction.  Following this survey, 

graphics created by leading producers of project management software—graphics 

considered normative for the construction industry—are evaluated from a visual 

standpoint.  Internet literature, online demonstrations, evaluation software and textbook 

surveys comprise the evaluation.  A visual appraisal of state of the art construction 

graphics provides the foundation from which the need for a graphical framework stems.  

1.5.3 Principles Mapped to Construction: Chapter 4 

The principles of data graphics discussed in Chapter 2 combine to produce a general 

framework for graphical representation of construction processes.  Following an analysis 

of the types of data in construction controls, the framework is applied to several 

processes.  Comparison with current graphics highlights effective current solutions for 

some processes.  Where disparity between graphical reality and graphical necessity 

exists, simple graphics based off an analysis of the process’s data type are offered.  

Where graphics are good, improvements to efficiency or data density comprise the 

discussion. 

1.5.4 A “Data Rich, Information Poor” Problem: Chapter 5 

Virginia Tech’s Dr. Mike Vorster considers the traditional cost report to be a data rich, 

information poor problem; a dataset in need of a visual makeover.  Consequently, cost 

data for an 18.8 million dollar project was obtained from an area contractor.  
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Conversations with accountants and project managers—people who frequently interact 

with this cost report—reveal questions that the cost report intends to answer and provide 

the information necessary to apply visual principles appropriately to the cost information. 

1.5.5 Visual Representations of Real Data: Chapter 6 

Upon studying the cost report, a number of visual strategies present themselves.  Primary 

characteristics of the cost report include multidimensional and hierarchical features.  

Multiple graphics focusing on each data type are offered.  The budgeting problem reveals 

several methods to accomplish graphical representation of the data contained therein, in 

turn highlighting the flexible nature of the framework.  Few processes can be categorized 

in terms of a single data type, requiring selection of types and dimensions to emphasize.  

Thus, the monthly cost report, by means of its multiple data types, allows for research not 

only of the graphical method to employ, but also of the data type to emphasize. 

Two data graphics are created for each cost characteristic.  Graphics associated with the 

multidimensional nature of the cost report employ software packages currently available: 

Spotfire and Eureka’s Tablelens.  The graphic created with Spotfire is similar to a 

conventional cost/schedule performance index plot used in integrated schedule-cost 

analysis.  Parallel histograms created by Eureka are original to the construction world.  

Data graphics emphasizing the hierarchical characteristic are created using Macromedia 

Freehand 10, a computer aided drawing package.  The first graphic follows an established 

visual convention, the tree layout as described by Kapoor (Kapoor 1996).  The second 

plot follows a hierarchical method known as the Treemap.  Thus, the four visual 
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representations of the cost data approach the dataset from two perspectives—

multidimensional and hierarchical—as well as employ conventional and innovative 

methods of layout.  It is the purpose of an informal user survey is to evaluate the 

differences, in terms of accuracy and user’s opinions, between the visual representations.   

1.5.6 User Evaluation: Chapter 7 

The Charrette Test Method empirically compares innovative engineering processes with 

conventional ones.  Innovative processes usually integrate proposed software to test the 

effectiveness of new products (Clayton 1998).  As graphical representations offered by 

this research intend to ultimately find expression within software packages and follow 

desires set forth by users, Charrettes provide an effective example to evaluate graphics. 

Participants use both the conventional and innovative process to produce empirical 

results (Clayton 1998).  Qualitative comments additionally provide value to the 

inferences drawn by the researches; often the sole determinants of the proposed graphics. 

Thus, simple quantitative and descriptive qualitative results are discussed to draw 

conclusions as to the effectiveness of the four graphics used to represent the cost report. 

1.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives described above form the skeleton of this report.  This introduction is 

followed by a literature review both general to data visualization (Chapter 2) and specific 

to graphics in construction (Chapter 3).  In construction terms, the plan detailed in this 

chapter precedes groundwork and the laying of a foundation in Chapters 2 and 3.  
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Chapter 4 organizes the literature into a coherent framework and provides the theoretical 

background from which work performed in subsequent chapters is drawn.  The 

framework can be thought of as a skeleton resting on the literature’s underpinning and as 

the support for all consequent work executed above ground.  Work performed above 

ground in this thesis focuses on the budgeting section of the building; graphics for a 

monthly cost report are constructed.  Personnel who work regularly with the cost report 

perform a preliminary inspection of this section of work.  Thus, each successive chapter 

expands on the methods detailed here.  All objectives cumulatively support a framework 

grounded in a diverse literature survey on the subject of data graphics, the topic to which 

discussion now turns.     
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2.0 VISUALIZING DATA: A LITERATURE REVIEW 

Creating elegant data graphics that provide insight into large datasets is a challenging and 

multi-faceted process.  Endless combinations exist to visually represent the non-visual 

(Bertin 1983; Card 1999).  This chapter outlines topics related to creating data graphics 

from disciplines as diverse as psychology, statistics, computer science and graphic 

design. 

After defining visualization (2.1), the brief history of data graphics is offered (2.2).  

Considerations pertinent to creating data graphics follow, beginning with the cognitive 

features of image and efficiency (2.3).  Perceptual considerations necessitate an initial, 

basic level of detail (2.4) before determining the governing visual strategy, which is 

dictated by the data type (2.5).  While a dataset’s primary dimension dictates its visual 

layout, other factors combine to product effective graphics (see Figure 2).  General 

considerations necessary to avoid graphical error or inefficiency conclude the chapter 

(2.6).  Purposely included throughout are many example graphics, following Tufte’s 

belief that in order to understand the principles of data graphics, one needs to see the 

principles in practice. 
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Figure 2: Chapter table of contents showing factors related to creating data graphics 

2.1 A WORKING DEFINITION 

Visualization is a word that eludes precise definition, largely due to its widespread and 

varied use across multiple academic disciplines.  Spence defines visualization as “an 

activity which a human being engages in”—a cognitive activity—that results in a mental 

or internal model (Spence 2001, 1).  The word is used as a verb, an action that when 

undertaken results in increased insight.  An alternate definition used commonly in the 

computer science domain employs the term as a noun, relating to the graphical 

representation of data (Shneiderman 1996).  Throughout this paper the term visualization 

will be used primarily as a verb, though on occasion the context may draw attention to its 

use of the noun form. 
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2.2 A HISTORY OF DATA VISUALIZATION 

A relatively short history characterizes graphical representation of data.  Maps that 

included data followed several millennium after the first geographic maps.  Use of the 

two dimensions of paper to display information other than geographic was still another 

century beyond (Tufte 1983).  The following paragraphs draw attention to major turning 

points in data visualization history, including the origin of data maps, time series, time-

space and relational graphics.  Developments of the past century are also discussed. 

Data Maps: The seventeenth century witnessed the confluence of cartographic and 

statistical skills necessary to construct data maps from their predecessors—geographic 

maps.  Edmond Halley’s 1686 trade winds map (Figure 3) is one of the first (Tufte 1983). 

 
 

Figure 3: Trade winds map taken from (Tufte 1983), page 23 

 

Time Series:  J.H. Lambert (1728-77) and William Playfair (1759-1823)—students of 

science and economics—are the architects of modern data graphics.  Their plots are the 

first to display numerical findings using the two dimension of paper in a non-tabular 
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manner (see Figure 4 and Figure 5).  Playfair’s insight into the need for graphical 

representation is deep enough to require quotation at length. 

 

Information, that is imperfectly acquired, is generally as imperfectly 

retained; and a man who has carefully investigated a printed table, finds, 

when done, that he has only a very faint and partial idea of what he has 

read; and that like a figure imprinted on sand, is soon totally erased and 

defaced….On that principle, these Charts were made;…(Tufte 1983, 32). 

 

Figure 4: Temporal soil temperature chart, taken from (Tufte 1983),  page 29 
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Figure 5: Temporal trade balance  chart, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 32 

 

Time/Space Graphics: Shortly after Playfair and Lambert’s time series plots, the addition 

of spatial dimensions to time series successfully produced graphics of more than two 

dimensions.  Joseph Minard’s 1861 display of Napolean’s march on Moscow (Figure 6) 

fully and elegantly shows six variables, earning Tufte’s praise that “it may well be the 

best statistical graphic ever shown” (Tufte 1983, 40). 
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Figure 6: Napolean’s march on Moscow, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 41 

 

Relational Graphics:  Fifteen years after Playfair’s original time series plots—ones he 

continued liken to physical, map-type graphics—resemblance to the physical world was 

severed.  The 1801 taxation plot (Figure 7) has no ties with the temporal or geographic 

worlds.  The chart was created to reveal what Playfair thought was heavy taxation on the 

English population (fourth circle from the right).  The graphical jump from the physical, 

geographic world to the non-physical, relational provided the starting point for any 

variable quantity to be compared to any other.  Quantitative investigation could now 

employ the advantages of data graphics as both an investigation and explanation tool 

(Tufte 1983).   
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Figure 7: Taxation chart, taken from (Tufte 1983) page 44 

 

The 1900’s:  Early in the twentieth century, traditional data graphics took as their 

assumed purpose to show “the obvious to the ignorant” (Tufte 1983, 53).  This dogma 

gave rise to overdecorated statistical graphics and an implicit suspicion of the data 

contained therein.  John Tukey however restored respect to the discipline of data 

visualization with new plots and serious data analysis in the late 1960’s. 

The rise of rapid computer processing and display technologies acted as a catalyst for the 

more recent jump from static to dynamic displays.  Additionally, computers allow for 

three-dimensional physical modeling, employing various CAD programs.  Storage 

capabilities of computers, coupled with processing and display technologies permit the 

visual exploration of hitherto unimaginably large datasets found from CAT scans to 

weather patterns. 
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The brief history of data visualization illustrates the ambiguous and non-intuitive nature 

of creating data graphics; as the 5000-year gap between geographical data representation 

and relational data representation illustrates.  Recent literature highlights formerly vague 

principles that assist in creating graphics for exploration of tabular data.  Before turning 

to specific principles however, it is necessary to discuss the general, sign-system nature 

of graphics.  In pausing to explore graphics’ cognitive effects as a “language of the eye,” 

the practical consideration of graphical efficiency will be noted (Bertin 1983, 2). 

2.3 PERCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS: COMMUNICATING 

Graphics constitute one of the basic sign-systems conceived by the human mind for the 

purposes of storing, understanding and communicating essential information; they are a 

language for the eye (Bertin 1983).  Treating the ear and eye as distinct systems of 

perception, and attributing the meaning of signs in a system as either monosemic, 

polysemic or pansemic, allows for the differentiation of graphics from other sign systems 

like mathematics or figurative imagery (see Figure 8). 

Forehand knowledge of the unique meaning of each sign categorizes graphics and 

mathematics as monosemic.  Language and figurative imagery—debate and 

photograph—form systems that are polysemic; the meaning becomes clear only after 

consideration of a collection of signs.  Interpretation of the collection is subjective due to 

the lack of uniqueness of each sign.  As exclusive meanings decay to abstract, the 

extreme form of polysemic—pansemic—defines the sign system (Bertin 1983). 
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Figure 8: Categorization of various sign systems, taken from (Bertin 1983),  page 2 

 

The significance of graphical representation is found not only in its double function as a 

storage mechanism and research tool, but also in its freedom from the temporal.  Sign 

systems such as mathematics, language and music are essentially bound to time and line.  

But while occurring in time, visual perception utilizes three sensory variables—the 

variation of marks and two dimensions of a plane—none of which are time (Bertin 1983).  

An illustration will highlight the perceptual features that differentiate math from graphics.  

In comparing two tables each 100 cells by 100 cells, 20000 successive instants of 

perception are needed to comprehend an entire dataset using the mathematics sign 

system.  Were the data represented with graphical efficiency, comparison can become 

simple, even instantaneous.  This illustration gives rise to the term image, defined as 
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“the meaningful visual form perceptible in the minimum instant of vision… (Bertin 1983) 

11.  As defined, graphics can be composed of one, two or tens of images.  Thus, 

numerous “instants of vision” may be required to understand the data displayed in a 

single graphic.   

Complex datasets can often be represented in near infinite ways, as shown in the decision 

tree for creating graphical representations of the French work force in 1954 (see Figure 

9). 

 
Figure 9: 100 Different graphics, taken from (Bertin 1983), page 100 
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Seemingly endless numbers of graphical constructions and discussion of the image gives 

rise to the issue of a graphic’s efficiency.  Following Bertin’s lead, efficiency is defined 

by proposing that:  

“If, in order to obtain a correct and complete answer to a given question, 

all other things being equal, one construction requires a shorter period of 

perception than another construction, we can say that it is more efficient 

for this question” (Bertin 1983, 9). 

Good graphics therefore, are those that contain enough images to communicate all 

relevant data, but do so in the most efficient manner.  Accordingly, visual efficiency is 

inversely related to the number of images needed for the perception of a dataset (Bertin 

1983).  The perceptual products of image and efficiency are necessary and helpful terms 

to recall when creating graphics at any level of detail. 

2.4 THE LEVEL OF DETAIL: FILTERING 

Bertin’s quote at the end of the preceding section describes the role of graphics in 

answering questions.  As graphics aim to quickly and accurately provide insight into data, 

consideration of the quantity of data to be queried preceeds discussion of the data type 

and specific layout.   

Shneiderman describes seven user tasks or questions common to information 

visualization: overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, history and extract.  Four 

of these tasks comprise the so called “Visual Information Seeking Mantra:” 
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Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand (Shneiderman 

1996, 2). 

The level of detail, usually dictated by user tasks and size of dataset querried, plays a 

necessary early role in filtering and selection of data to be displayed.  Low levels of detail 

for large datasets usually necessitate filtering and/or aggregation.  Further discussion of 

the level of detail as it relates to specific graphical techniques can be found in Chapter 5.  

   

2.5 STRATEGIES BY DATA TYPE: STRUCTURING 

Specific design strategies used to represent data hinge on the data type.  Most authors 

outline visual strategies around the type or dimension of data (Bertin 1983; Shneiderman 

1996; Card 1999; Spence 2001).  Different types of data include dimensional, temporal, 

hierarchical and network; all types finding expression in project controls.  The following 

discussion reveals visual strategies beginning with the simplest type and proceeds to the 

complex.    

2.5.1 Univariate Data 

Univariate data usually consists of aggregated or highly labeled quantities (Spence 2001).  

Methods for visualizing univariate data include traditional histograms, piecharts and the 

more recent Tukey box plot (see Figure 10).  Each scheme makes use of aggregation and 

limited labeling.  The Tukey plot enumerates additional statistical information.  Only 

with small datasets can all labels be displayed, though the reason for removing data 
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from its table then becomes questionable.  In short, graphical practice relating to singly 

dimensioned data is relatively simple and well known. 

 
Figure 10: Univariate graphics, taken from (Spence 2001), pages 36 and 38 

 

2.5.2 Bivariate Data 

The two orthogonal axes afforded by the most common non-verbal medium of 

communication—paper—make data of two dimensions the most common visually 

explored data type.  Relationships not readily discernable from tables of numbers become 

instantly recognizable when viewed along two orthogonal axes (compare both images of 

Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Bivariate graphics and tables, taken from (Tufte 1983), pages 13 and 14 

 

Both Cleveland and Card et al. suggest that the axes of space are primary in effectiveness 

for encoding data (Cleveland 1984) (Card 1999).  It naturally follows that scatterplots are 

excellent graphics to initially explore the relationship between two quantitative variables 

(Tufte 1983).  The technique can be enhanced by using a smooth or fitted curve.  

“Perception of the curve,” says Cleveland, “is based on judgment of the relative 
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orientations of the line segments making up the curve” (Cleveland 1993, 89).   Figure 12 

clarifies Cleveland’s quote.  The aspect ratio, or relationship between the horizontal and 

vertical dimensions, can have a profound effect on both the angle of each line segment 

and perception of the relationship between the two variables.  

 
Figure 12: The aspect ratio effect on a curve, taken from (Cleveland 1993), page 89 

 

Employing a method different from the scatterplot, Spence describes how histograms, 

enhanced by dynamic interaction, provide a powerful analysis tool for exploration of two 

or more dimensions (see Figure 13).  Using dynamic interaction, the relationship of one 

variable to all others can be readily discerned (Spence 2001).   
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Figure 13: Linked histograms, taken from (Spence 2001), page 41 

 

Exploring data of more than one dimension introduces a problem with labeling.  When 

looking at the relationship between horsepower and miles per gallon on a traditional two-

dimensional scatterplot, no feature communicates that a data point is a Buick rather than 

a Ford.  A general technique used to reveal additional data is called brushing (Cleveland 

1993; Card 1999; Spence 2001).  Brushing is common to statistical packages like 

Microsoft Excel and more powerful data visualization software like Spotfire (see Figure 

14).   
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Figure 14: Brushing, taken from (Cleveland 1993), page 176 (left) and Spotfire (right).   

The left diagram shows the problem associated with brushing all datapoints.  

 

2.5.3 Trivariate Data 

Discussion of three-dimensional data branches into spatial data and relational data types.  

Advances in computer processing allow for rapid rendering of spatial data, creating the 

impression of three-space on the medium of two.  Techniques for representing relational 

multivariate graphics (more than two relational dimensions) advanced independently 

from computer technology and will be discussed later in this section. 

In years prior to rapid graphics processing, visualizing three-dimensional spatial data was 

subject to the limitation of occlusion.  Constantly unknown was what the data in front 

was hiding.  To overcome occlusion, multiple views of physical objects were needed.  

Doctors used several X-rays rather than a CAT scan while architects detailed on paper 

rather than create a computer model.  Advances in computing, particularly the ability to 

rotate datasets around the third orthogonal axis, allow for powerful insight into three-
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dimensional spatial data sets (Card 1999).  This is not only true of architectural drawings, 

which are increasingly being replaced by three dimensional models, but of all spatial data 

sets such as thermal investigation, CAT scans, weather patterns and fluids analysis (see 

Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: Physical representation of a storm, taken from (Tufte 1997), page 21 

 

The ability to govern the transparency of objects provides another way to overcome 

occlusion.  When rotation of data is impossible, objects spatially closer to the viewer can 

be given a degree of transparency, allowing for viewing objects located behind.  Provided 
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a computer, zooming offers a third way to trump occlusion. 

A challenging set of problems arises regarding the visual display of non-spatial, three-

dimensional data.  Relational data displayed using three orthogonal axes is not 

necessarily more efficient than using multivariate techniques finding their basis in the 

two dimensional world (see the next section, 2.5.4).  Difficulty with visualizing relational 

data using three orthogonal axes is illustrated in Figure 16.  Four houses with the 

dimensions of price, travel time to work and number of bedrooms are shown.  A static 

three-dimensional display produces confusion.  Separating the data into three 2D 

scatterplots produces an equally inefficient solution.   

 

Figure 16: Relational 3D graphics, taken  from (Spence 2001), page 42 

 

A scatterplot matrix or multidimensional icon are among the two dimensional methods 

that can be used (see Figure 17).  These solutions use means other than three orthogonal 

axes and will be discussed more fully below.   
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Figure 17: Multidimensional graphical methods, taken from (Spence 2001), pages 43 and 59 

 

To summarize discussion of spatial and relational three-dimensional data, a quote from 

Card et al is offered: 

“One dimensional visual structures are typically used when space is a 

premium.  Two-dimensional visual structures are the most common.  

Three-dimensional visual structures are visually exciting, but there is an 

open question under what conditions 3D visual structures are any better 

than 2D visual structures for information visualization.  (W)hile 3D is 

clearly more effective for physical data that includes 3D spatial variables 

difficult to map to 2D, 2D has a long and effective history for abstract 

data” (Card 1999, 61).   
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Thus, three-dimensional display of spatial data should unquestionably utilize the three 

orthogonal axes.  For three-dimensional relational data however, occlusion, lighting, 

shadows, degrees of freedom and inclusion of text pose problems less challenging when 

using a multivariate technique as described below (Card 1999).   

2.5.4 Multivariate Data 

The data type shapes the layout of data graphics.  One, two and three-dimensional types 

have already been discussed. Such types usually appear as oversimplifications of 

multivariate problems.  Thought and decision commonly occur beyond three dimensions; 

for example buying a house or selecting a stock.  However, the inclination to think and 

decide visually beyond three-space is limited by the confines of three-dimensional 

physical life.  Thus, in displaying multivariate data, real life problems are encountered.  

Multidimensional problems are often reduced to consideration of two or three related 

variables due to the hindrances of paper or the computer screen.  Reduction creates 

unrealistic solutions by excluding some of the relevant data.  In Bertin’s words: 

The habitual going from what seems the simplest (a table with one row) to 

what seems complicated (a table with n rows), only results in the 

subdivision of research and decision making, and destroys our vision of 

the overall problem: a complaint which can well be lodged against 

classical graphics (Bertin 1977) p 26-27. 
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Stated differently by Tufte:  

Escaping…flatland is the essential task of envisioning information—for 

all the interesting worlds (physical, biological, imaginary, human) that we 

seek to understand are inevitably and happily multivariate in nature.  Not 

flatlands (Tufte 1990) p 12. 

Rather than looking at part of the picture, succumbing to the two-dimensional limits of 

paper and computer monitors, the entire domain of number sets must be analyzed.  

Techniques described in this section provide graphical methods to look at the complete 

picture provided by complex information, though not every technique may be used for 

every problem.  The principles of multivariate visualization allow for the rich complexity 

of real problems to be displayed more effectively.  Techniques described below may be 

applied to dimensionally less challenging problems as 1D, 2D and 3D are special cases of 

the multidimensional problem. 

Relational multivariate data refers to information with of more than three dimensions.  

Visualizing such information, with “orthogonal visual structure” is insufficient as two-

dimensional paper creates an “impassable barrier” (Card 1999, 35) (Bertin 1977, 24).   

Visual solutions to multivariate challenges are highly varied and less intuitive than for 

lower dimensions.  The following sections describe higher order visual thinking by 

means of Cleveland’s rules, statistical methods, multidimensional glyphs, and visual 

separation. 
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2.5.4.1 Cleveland’s Rules 

Visual indicators such as color, size, shading and angle provide efficient means to display 

dimensions beyond the orthogonal axes when exploring information of more than two 

dimensions.  Cleveland and McGill theorize a ranking of elementary perceptual attributes 

based on such indicators and order them based on how accurately quantitative extraction 

employing indicators is performed (Cleveland 1984).   

Cleveland and McGill first identify ten perceptual attributes as elementary.  These 

include position along a common scale and position along a non-alligned scale, length, 

direction, angle, area, volume, curvature, shading and color saturation (see Figure 18).  

Their ranking is neither mutually exclusive nor exhaustive (Bertin claims that a graphic 

has eight variables at its disposal: the two dimensions of the plane, plus size, value, 

texture, color, orientation and shape.  Retinal variables are the six that are variables other 

than the ones of the plane and must be utilized whenever a third component appears in 

the information (Bertin 1983)).  Tests determine which attributes yield the highest 

accuracy and produce an order of graphical attributes that lead “to human judgments that 

come closer to actual encoded quantities” (Cleveland 1984, 535).  It is important to note 

that the authors recognize that graphics are not used solely for quantitative purposes—

tables are better suited for that—but are additionally useful for the comparisons, patterns 

and structures they reveal.  
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Figure 18: Cleveland and McGill’s ordering of perceptual tasks 

(Graph created and used by permission of Krista Chewar, Virginia Tech student) 

 

The list of perceptual tasks explains why certain graphics are more useful in conveying 

quantitative information than others.  Historical and conventional preference for the two 

dimensional orthogonal graphic follows from position along a common axis being the 

most effective task for quantitative extraction.  Length as a high ranking task highlights 

the effectiveness of histograms while direction explains why one can accurately tell time 

on a clock with no numbers.  Pie charts are used for the task of angle, though their 

effectiveness is less than other graphics. 

Area and volume are relatively low on the list due to the non-direct relationship between 

increases in quantity and corresponding increases in size.  When using area to encode 

quantitative values, a reduction of ½ occurs between changes in quantity and side.  More 
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dramatic for volume, a reduction of 1/3 occurs between quantity and side.  The reduction 

accounts for the quantitative confusion of quasi-statistical newspaper graphics (see Figure 

19). 

 

Figure 19: Singly dimensioned data represented in 2D, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 69 

 

It is not surprising that color appears as a low quantitative visual indicator.  Cleveland 

and McGill state that color is best suited for showing categories rather than quantities, 

due to the fact that no definitive color scheme exists to communicate smaller as compared 

with larger ones (Cleveland 1984).  Color should be used for comparative or categorical 

purposes, to find trends in data, rather than detailing quantitative value.   

The visual attributes coined as Cleveland’s rules provide a valuable general framework 

for creating higher dimension graphics.  The most important dimensions should be 

mapped to orthogonal axes, while additional dimensions should can be effectively 

encoded using other visual attributes (Cleveland 1984).   
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2.5.4.2 Statistical Methods 

A second method to display multivariate information is Bertin’s fully general solution to 

overcome multivariables’ “impassable barrier,” the perturbation matrix.  A number of 

dimensions are arranged along the x axis (A, B, C,…) with their characteristics along the 

y (1,2,3,…n).  For reorderable data, the third dimension—size or color—is visually 

ordered.  Patterns are highlighted by placing large values on the diagonal of the matrix 

and clustering similar cases with their representative variables allows for (Card 1999) 

(see Figure 20).  Formalized automation of this ordering (Mackinlay 1986) brought about 

many of the computer-supported visual tools available today (Card 1999).   
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Figure 20: Perturbation matrix, taken from (Bertin 1977), page 33 

 

Scatterplot matrices represent another statistical method for displaying multidimensional 

data (see Figure 21).  All combinations of variables are plotted and arranged.  By sharing 
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scales, visual linking between features on one scatterplot and another is possible 

(Cleveland 1993).  

 

Figure 21: Scatterplot matrix, taken from (Cleveland 1993), page 272 

 

The major difference between the perturbation and scatterplot matrix is scale.  Size and 

manageability of a scatterplot matrix becomes impossible for a large number of variables.  

Bertin claims that the perturbation matrix can accommodate 100 objects with 100 

characteristics!  Thus for highly statistical datasets, the perturbation matrix should be 
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used for many dimensions while the scatterplot matrix for less.  Though both require 

many instants of perception to comprehend trends, they are more efficient than studying 

the tabular representations. 

For relatively small numbers of variables, a mosaic is an effective way to graphically 

represent data.  Four dimensions are displayed in Figure 22 effectively employing 

Cleveland’s rules.  Color acts as a double encoding of the Survived/Died category, added 

for emphasis of this dimension.  
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Figure 22: Mosaic, taken from (Spence 2001), page 49 

 

2.5.4.3 Multidimensional Glyphs 

In addition to the statistical methods described above, numerous multidimensional 

techniques fall under the heading of glyphs; symbolic representations of actual objects 

having several dimensions (see Figure 23).  The multidimensional icon (Spence 2001) 
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or the small multiple (Tufte 1990) are synonymous terms.  Glyphs allow for exploration 

of multidimensional data by showing dimensions on a small, symbolic graphic.  Changes 

in one or more dimensions result in changes to the corresponding symbol.  

Multidimensional icons and small multiples are the most common examples of glyphs, 

though abstract glyphs arranged in a mesh grid aid in scientific analysis.  The following 

paragraphs offer a summary of the glyph’s range of application. 

 
Figure 23: Small multiple, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 42 

 

Chernoff’s Faces:  Statistician Herman Chernoff noted that humans are very perceptive to 

a wide range of facial expressions.  He developed a scheme to map certain variables to 

facial characteristics believing that a glyph effectively encodes comparative information 

(see Figure 24).  Disciplines as quantitative as accounting have studied the use of 

Chernoff’s faces as a means to display data (Spence 2001). 
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Figure 24: Chernoff’s faces, taken from (Spence 2001), page 58 

 

Multidimensional Icons:  Symbolically meaningful multidimensional icons also serve to 

visually represent multivariate data.  Fully eight dimensions are represented by a simple 

graphical icon; the style of house, cost, presence of a garage, number of bedrooms, travel 

time, garden size, repair necessary and presence of central heating (Spence 2001).  

However, most of thee dimensions shown have a limited number of values that can be 

assigned to them (see Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25: Multidimensional Icons, taken from (Spence 2001),  page 59 

 

Abstract Glyphs:  Glyphs displaying gradients of second order stress tensors uniformly 

distributed near a moving crack are superposed with scalar properties (see Figure 26).  

The quantities of surface height, square root of kinetic energy and log of the strain energy 

density are represented using an abstract, multidimensional glyph. 
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Figure 26: Multidimensional glyphs, taken from ESM 4714 web site  

(http://www.sv.vt.edu/classes/ESM4714/methods/EEG.html#tensors4) 

 

Small Multiples:  Small multiples aided Galileo with some of his more significant 

discoveries in the early 17th century (Tufte 1990).  Effectively shown are the changing 

locations of sunspots over time; an early display of trivariate data using a two-

dimensional tool (see Figure 27). 

 
Figure 27: Small multiple, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 19 
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Small multiples encourage the analysis of a few, usually more important variables, while 

holding other variables and the layout strategy constant.  Efficiency is gained by the 

small multiple’s redundant use of visual structure.  Thus, “for a wide range of problems 

in data presentation, small multiples are the best design solution” (Tufte 1990, 67). Both 

time-laden information and physically comparative icons; dynamic and static solutions; 

benefit from using glyphs.  The small multiple can display time in resembling snapshots 

of a temporally changing dataset (Figure 28 shows a static small multiple). 
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Figure 28: Static small multiple, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 68 
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2.5.4.4 Visual Separation 

Several non-statistical, non-symbolic principles extend the dimensionality of paper and 

computer screen.  The following section discusses these principles, described in Tufte’s 

work on escaping flatland (Tufte 1990). 

Micro/Macro Readings: Over the centuries, map makers unknowingly uncovered an odd 

design consideration:  “To clarify, add detail” (Tufte 1990, 37).  Maps in general and data 

maps in particular enjoy a high degree of data density, invoking an associated principle: 

“Graphics can be shrunk way down” (Tufte 1983, 169) (see Figure 29).  Smaller maps 

and graphics employing micro/macro strategies implicitly allow for reading at various 

levels of detail; details can be observed within the context of the whole.  Another 

property of micro/macro design is the use of the same ink to serve more than one 

informational purpose (see Figure 30).  

 
Figure 29: High density map, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 37 
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Figure 30: Stem and leaf plot, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 46 

 

Layering and Separation:  Layering and separation are often necessary to avoid 

confusion and clutter from the interaction of design elements.  Graphical elements 

frequently combine to produce what Joseph Albers describes as 1 + 1 = 3 or more.  

Figure 31 more fully illustrates this concept (Tufte 1990): 
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Figure 31: 1+1 = 3 or more, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 61 

 

Neglecting to separate data from grid can result in detraction from the important, as 

shown Figure 31.  The second chart subdues the 1 + 1 = 3 or more effect by de-

emphasizing the grid and introducing color; an excellent tool to help separate 

characteristics of data. 
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Figure 32: Illustration of 1+1 = 3 or more, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 63 

 

Color and Information:  Entire books describe the subject of color as it relates to 

information.  Though a full discussion of color and the information it carries is not 

possible here, a number of important topics from using color to define a dimension to the 

problems inherent in using color, will be touched upon.   

Several difficulties arise when using color to encode information.  Foremost, no color is 

defined as maximum or minimum.  While color triggers innate cognitive responses—

such as the use of red to denote commands such as stop—no color intrinsically denotes 

maximum.  Grayscale shading from black to white is an exception, when one end of the 

gray spectrum is defined as the maximum.  It should be noted however that most people 
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are only capable of differentiating between eight and ten shades of gray.  Defining a 

maximum and minimum with the gray scale provides an example for using other color 

schemes similarly (see Figure 33).  In the map below, brown not only indicates 

maximum, but the selection of colors is such that they correlate to physical characteristics 

of the data. 

 
Figure 33: Information and Color, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 91 

 

Additional problems with color arise due to interaction of colors, creating the 1 + 1 = 3 

or more effect (see Figure 34.  The colors of the small enclosed boxes appear the same, 

due to subtraction of color.  When separated, the difference is noted).  Describing the 

subtraction of color, Albers states that “repreated…experiments with adjacent colors will 
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show that any ground subtracts its own hue from colors which it carries” {(Tufte 1990, 

93).  Subtraction and interaction between colors calls forth Tufte’s principle with respect 

to color: “Above all, do no harm” (Tufte 1990, 81).  The use of color to explore 

multidimensional data should thus be limited to either small ranges or highly comparative 

purposes.   

   

 

Figure 34: The effects of color subtraction, taken from (Tufte 1990), page 93 

 

2.5.5 Temporal Data 

2.5.5.1 One Dimensional + Time 

Continuing the discussion of the data type’s role in creating data graphics, the temporal 

type is now described.  Time series plots were among the first data graphics to break 

from traditional, spatial graphics.   Dollar values and temperatures were placed on the 

vertical axis.  Most time series plots since—from value driven periodic functions (sine 
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graph) to graphs of physical phenomenon (location of sunspots)—display time on the 

horizontal axis (see Figure 35).   For singly dimensioned data with a continuous time 

variable, the time series is the most effective and common method of representation.    

 
Figure 35: Time series plot, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 29 

 

2.5.5.2 Multidimensional + Time 

Temporal datasets of more than one non temporal dimension are not as easily 

represented.  Physical, multidimensional-temporal graphics include Napolean’s march on 

Moscow and Galileo’s sunspots; the former using Cleveland’s rules and parallel axes, the 

latter employing the small multiple.  When presenting six dimensions in Napolean’s 

march, Minard used the two physical dimensions of paper to display location (see Figure 

6).  Army size was encoded to width (length) over the temporal, directional march.  A 

parallel axis was used to plot temperature over time; a less important variable but one that 

adds insight to the story.   A similar multidimensional story is told by the flight chart in 

Figure 36, displaying multiple flight directions, cities and durations.   
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Figure 36: Flight chart, taken from (Tufte 1990), page  107 

 

The use of perspective allows for three-dimensional illustration of the variation in 

emissions levels over time at the location of convergence of five highways in downtown 

LA (Figure 37). 

 
Figure 37: Small multiple, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 41 

 

Time related non-physical, multidimensional information is typically displayed on shared 

or parallel vertical axes.  The New York City weather chart includes three parallel axes—

temperature, precipitation and humidity—over the course of a year (Figure 38).  The 
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daily average is overlaid on the temperature scale.  Similarly, the visual history of rock-

and-roll shows origins of sub-genres and relationships between bands within the context 

of rock’s rise in record sales (Figure 39).  A Russian cyclogram displays multiple 

dimensions of a cosmonaut’s trip in orbit (Figure 40).   

 
Figure 38: NYC weather chart, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 30 

 

 
Figure 39: Visual history of rock and roll, taken from (Tufte 1997), pages  90 and 91 
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Figure 40: Russian cosmonaut cyclogram, taken from (Tufte 1997), pages 92 and 93 

 

Each of these non-physical representations employs a form of parallelism, an effective 

strategy for showing causality between dimensions (Tufte 1997).  They additionally draw 

on good graphics practice with high data density and micro/macro readings.  The 

previous three examples are particularly enlightening when considering the 

multidimensional-temporal nature of construction, particularly for questions related to 

cause [see Chapter 3].  Two final data types and corresponding visual strategies also 

prevalent in construction conclude discussion of specific layout strategies.   

2.5.6 Hierarchical Data 

The focus of this literature review is to show that the data type is the primary factor that 

dictates a graphics design.  This is particularly important with respect to the final two 

data types—hierarchical and network.  Hierarchical or tree structured data consists of 
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collections of items each having links to one parent item and one or more children items.  

Two strategies are common in visualizing data of this type, the tree and treemap.   

Physical features of trees provide a good starting point for the tree strategy.  Each item is 

linked to its parent and children items by means of a line or branch.  Various attributes of 

each item are represented using Cleveland’s rules or a glyph at each node.  For instance, 

Kapoor displays cost information at each node and additionally adds a dimension by 

varying the width of the link connecting different items (Kapoor 1996) (see Figure 41).   

Depending on the fanout of the tree (high fanout = broad tree, small fanout = deep tree), a 

horizontal or vertical layout may be desirable (Shneiderman 1996).  Three-dimensional 

trees for hierarchies with numerous branches may also be used, though the problem of 

occlusion can occur.  The two-dimensional tree structure is particularly good for 

displaying relevant information for a small number of items. And circular trees are useful 

for displaying broad, multiple itemed trees (Bertin 1983) (see Figure 42). 

 

Figure 41: Tree diagram adapted from (Kapoor 1996), page 87 
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Figure 42: Circular hierarchies, taken from (Bertin 1983), page  277 
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A second strategy for visualizing hierarchies, the treemap, relies on visual inclusion 

rather than explicitly showing links between parent and child items (see Figure 43).  

Recent developments of treemaps are more square (Figure 45) where they were originally 

rectangular (Figure 44).  Child items are contained within the area assigned to the parent.  

The treemap is particularly useful when a certain attribute of the child item sums to the 

same attribute of the parent item.  Relative weights of other attributes, displayed using 

Cleveland’s rules, are also easily shown.   

 

Figure 43: Formation of a treemap, taken from (Spence 2001), page 152 
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Figure 44: Treemap, taken from (Spence 2001), page 152 

 

 
 

Figure 45: Squarified treemap, taken from (Fiore 2001), page 5 
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2.5.7 Network Data 

Due to its complexity, network data is the most difficult data type to graphically 

represent.  Computer Scientist and visualization expert Ben Shneiderman states that 

displaying network data graphically is “an old but still imperfect art” (Shneiderman 1996, 

4).  Because each item within a network is not necessarily linked to only one parent item, 

the complexity of multiple relationships often creates graphical representations that 

resemble spaghetti.  Bertin’s advice is particularly appropriate when dealing with 

difficulties here: 

“The simplest, most efficient construction is one which presents the fewest 

meaningless intersections, while preserving the groupings, oppositions or 

potential orders contained (for each) component” (Bertin 1983, 271). 

Examples of networks include the World Wide Web, telephone networks, travel routes 

and precedence diagrams.  Networks with a heavy temporal dimension include project 

management duration charts.  Tasks common to networks include determining the 

shortest or most common path, locating overloaded paths and determining the 

connectivity of groups of nodes.   

Simple networks can be used by historians to show connections and relationships 

between groups of people.  Figure 46 displays aggressors and defenders on the British 

Isles during the dark ages. 
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Figure 46: Historical network, taken from (Spence 2001), page 136 

 

In addition to displaying the fewest link intersections, efficient network constructions 

minimize link lengths and bends and maximize symmetries.  Some layouts achieve these 

goals more efficiently than others.  Figure 47 is the result of visual network analysis, set 

to the task of “identifying the perpetrator of a suspected building society fraud” (Spence 

2001, 141).  The tool enabled one investigator to identify the culprit within four weeks, a 

task that originally took the United Kingdom’s Serious Fraud Office eight person years! 

 

Figure 47: Circular network, taken from (Spence 2001), pages 143 and 144 
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Three-dimensional networks are helpful for avoiding intersections, and can be created on 

a 2D surface by varying line widths (Bertin 1983).   

 

Figure 48: Three-dimensional Network, taken from (Bertin 1983), page 283 

 

Hierarchical aggregation of nodes reduces the number of links displayed. An aggregation 

strategy has been formalized in the SHriMP (Simple Hierarchical Multi-Perspective) 

research project as an aid to explore software structure and source code.  The SHriMP 

method magnifies nodes of interest to create multiple focus areas within the context of 

the original, top-level hierarchy (see Figure 49). 
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Figure 49: Creation of SHriMP Hierarchical Method, taken CS 5984 website 

(http://infovis.cs.vt.edu/cs5984/schedule.html, lecture 20) 

 

The brief discussion of primary data types—one, two, three and multi-dimensional, 

temporal, hierarchical and network—shows the differences in the display of specific data 

types.  The data type, along with general graphical considerations and ensuring efficient 

constructions comprise the most important features of creating data graphics. 

2.6 GRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS: EDITING 

Data graphics must consider perceptual, scale and data characteristics (discussed in 2.3, 

2.4, and 2.5).  A number of general considerations including honest portrayal of data, 

high data density and the omission of chartjunk conclude discussion of factors important 
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in creating effective data graphics.   

2.6.1 Truth Telling 

Mid-century skepticism (see 2.2) of data graphics provoked Tufte to include an entire 

chapter on graphical integrity in his first book.  Discussion of the entire chapter is 

unnecessary here, though three principles are included for to their relevance to 

construction.  (1) Representation of numbers as physically measured on the surface of the 

graphic itself should be proportional to quantities themselves; (2) in time series plots, the 

display of monetary values should include deflated and standardized units of 

measurement rather than nominal units and (3) graphics must never quote data out of 

content (Tufte 1983).  Employing these principles, though basic, adds integrity and 

trustworthiness to both graphics and the graphic designer. 

2.6.2 Data Density and Data-Ink   

The two related principles of data density and data ink maximize the amount of 

information contained within a given space by minimizing ink reserved for grids and 

hatching.  Maximizing data ink in traditional statistical plots displays the same data in 

highly compact form (Tufte 1983), (see Figure 50). 
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Figure 50: Maximizing the data-ink ratio, taken from (Tufte 1983), page 125 

 

2.6.3 Chartjunk 

Good graphics seek to maximize data content and minimize chartjunk like vibrations and 

grids.  Moiré vibration that dominates displays causes irritation to the viewer and should 

be eliminated.  Grids given equal visual weight to data has a similar effect (Tufte 1983).  

In relation to the previous principle, increasing the data/ink ratio and data density implies 

ridding graphics of junk and non-numerical decoration (see Figure 51). 
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Figure 51: Illustrations of chartjunk: Vibration and Decoration, 

taken from (Tufte 1983), pages 110 and 118 

 

2.7 CONCLUSION 

The power of graphics lies in their three-fold function; they record, communicate and 

process information (Bertin 1983).  This chapter described methods of recording data, 

vis-a-vi specific data types (2.5), processing data through aggregation and filtering 

techniques (2.4) and communicating data truthfully and efficiently (2.6 and 2.3). 

Recording data corresponding to strategies dictated per its data type minimizes 

memorization.  Good layout decisions process large datasets while truthful and efficient 

construction communicates information effectively (see Figure 52).   

 

Figure 52: Chapter table of contents describing topics related to creating data graphics including 
Bertin’s three functions of graphics (in blue). 
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Graphical principles discussed in this chapter serve as underpinnings upon which a 

graphical foundation can be built.  Particularly, the data type serves as the primary 

principle around which a graphic’s layout is structured.  Figure 53 details the strategies 

by which each data type may be visually represented.   

Data Type Section Strategies 

1-Dimensional 2.5.1 Histograms, Piecharts, Tukey Box Plots 

2-Dimensional 2.5.2 Scatterplots, Linked Histograms 

3-Dimensional 2.5.3 Physical Data: Three Orthogonal Axes 

  Relational Data: See Multi-D below 

Multi-D 2.5.4.1 Cleveland’s Rules: Position, Length, Direction, Area, Angle, 

  Volume, Curvature, Shading, Color Saturation 

 2.5.4.2 Statistical Methods: Perturbation / Scatterplot Matrix, Mosaic 

 2.5.4.3 Glyphs, Small Multiples and Multidimensional Icons 

 2.5.4.4 Visual Separation: Micro/Macro Strategies, Color, Layering 

Temporal 2.5.5.1 1D + Time: Time Series 

 2.5.5.2 Multi-D + Time: Small Multiple, Parallel Axis Time Series  

Hierarchical 2.5.6 Tree (Orthogonal or Circular), Treemap 

Network 2.5.7 Simple, Circular, Three Dimensional, Aggregated 

Figure 53: Strategies by data type detailed in this chapter 
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3.0 GRAPHICS IN CONSTRUCTION 

Chapter 2 provided a general literature review related to graphing different data types: 

one, two, three and multi-dimensions, temporal, network and hierarchical.  The current 

chapter details graphics related to construction control processes—budgeting, scheduling, 

procurement—in light of these data types.  Specifically, each process is characterized in 

terms of its data type or types, followed by a review of existing graphics used to display 

each process.  Discussion within this chapter anticipates the next by highlighting the 

disparity between the graphics currently used for budgets, requests for information 

(RFIs) and submittals and the graphical needs of these processes.  Chapter 4 offers visual 

solutions for budgets, RFIs and submittals that better correspond to the type of 

information characterizing these processes than do existing graphical representations. 

3.1 GRAPHICAL STATE OF CONSTRUCTION CONTROLS 

Figure 54 provides the basis for discussion throughout the chapter.  Construction control 

processes are listed along the horizontal.  As the data type shapes the visual layout of a 

graphic, critique of current data graphics and analysis of controls processes must begin 

with discussion of this feature.  Consequently, data types are listed by increasing 

complexity on the vertical axis.  The vertical location of each outlined box corresponds to 

the one or more data types related to each specific process.  For instance, the scheduling 

box overlaps multidimensional-temporal, network and hierarchical data types as 

discussion will reveal that schedules contain these types of information.   
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Existing graphical representations—those commonly used by the construction industry—

are additionally displayed.  Graphics in current use in the construction industry are also 

vertically located according to the data type(s) they illustrate. 

 
Figure 54: Graphical state of construction controls 

 

In advance of section 3.3, a number of observations can be made.  A number of existing 

graphics focus on one dimensional or one-dimensional-temporal overviews; see the 

budgeting, RFI, submittal, change order and resource processes.  Existing graphics of 

many processes lack data types they intend to represent; notably the budgeting, submittal, 
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change order and equipment processes.  Where existing graphics overlap the data types 

present in the process (i.e. overlap the outlined box), the current strategy employs an 

adequate layout but may be improved in terms of its level of detail, efficiency or density.   

Prior to continuing this discussion specific to construction control processes, justification 

for which processes were reviewed is needed 

3.2 CONSTRUCTION CONTROL PROCESS SELECTION 

A phone survey of construction managers from several companies provides information 

regarding processes the construction industry commonly monitors.  The following 

questions led to exploration of available project management and related scheduling 

software packages, textbooks and online literature. 

• What processes do you monitor throughout the construction phase? 

• How do you visually represent project control data? 

• What software do you use to help monitor these processes? 

Figure 55 shows software systems used for scheduling, budgeting and documentation 

processes resulting from a phone survey of seven construction companies. 

 

Figure 55: Software systems used by construction companies for project controls 
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Scheduling data is commonly monitored using Primavera Project Planner, Prolog 

Scheduler or Microsoft Project.  Budgeting data is often tracked using an in-house 

accounting system. As both Meridian and Prolog offer visual budgeting graphics, these 

plots rather than their in-house counterparts are reviewed.  Several companies use 

Meridian Prolog to monitor processes other than the budget and schedule (though 

Primavera Expedition was also evaluated).  Graphical representations used by Primavera 

and Prolog are assumed to be visually normative in the construction industry for 

comparative purposes in this chapter.   

Online investigation of the above project management systems yields eight processes 

commonly tracked: the schedule, project budget, requests for information (RFI), 

procurement, submittals, resources, production and change orders.  (These processes 

agree with those most frequently mentioned by managers interviewed.)  Reviewing 

graphical methods used to represent information related to these processes suggests that 

an oversimplification of data occurs; graphical representations do not display all relevant 

information needed to answer common, general questions.  Analysis of each process with 

respect to the data types outlined in Chapter 2 underscores the degree of graphical 

generalization in current graphics. 

3.3 A REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION GRAPHICS 

Eight construction processes are discussed below to illustrate the graphical state of 

construction.  For each control process, discussion of the data related to each process is 

followed by a review of the visual methods currently in use; data characteristics should 
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correspond to specific graphical strategies.  Disparity between existing data and existing 

graphics points forward to the need for a framework; discussed in the next chapter. 

Some processes discussed in this section are more complex than others (for instance, 

compare scheduling to monitoring RFIs).  Additionally, some processes can be classified 

under more than one data type.  Complex processes that consist of multiple data types 

employ the term characteristic to denote one of the data types distinguishing the process.  

For example, the scheduling process has at least three basic data types and thus three 

characteristics: network, temporal and multidimensional (though some recent graphical 

strategies add a hierarchical characteristic as well; see (Russell 2001)) 

3.3.1 The Scheduling Process 

The project schedule represents the primary process monitored during construction.  

However, a schedule’s complex information has not hindered adequate graphical 

strategies to bring coherence to scheduling information.  The common practice of treating 

procurement data as a schedule activity leads to the grouping of the two processes here. 

3.3.1.1 Scheduling Data Types 

Three primary characteristics describe data associated with a project’s schedule.  Most 

prominent is the temporal characteristic; construction projects are inherently bound to 

time.  Multiple dimensions such as the number of resources, start time, end time, float 

time, as well as physical dimensions add to schedules’ complexity.  Visually most 

challenging is the network characteristic (Shneiderman 1996).  Beyond simple networks, 
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visual representation of all links and relationships between nodes makes efficient 

understanding difficult.  As construction schedules are large and complex, numerous 

graphical strategies are typically employed. 

3.3.1.2 Traditional Visual Strategies for Scheduling 

Scheduling graphics traditionally follow a number of strategies: (1) the logic diagram, 

displayed either as an Activity on the Arrow (AOA) or Activity on the Node diagram 

(AON), (2) the multidimensional time series, shown by variations of the fenced barchart 

and (3) the linear schedule.  Logic diagrams represent network and temporal 

characteristics of construction schedules; the order and timing of specific activities (see 

Figure 56). Barcharts highlight multidimensional and temporal features; float, start and 

end times (see Figure 57).  Linear schedules provide a method to display the movement 

of crews through time and space (see Figure 58).  Logic diagrams, barcharts and/or linear 

schedules are often used in conjunction with one another as each graphic effectively 

reveals different characteristics of the construction schedule. 
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Figure 56: Logic Diagrams: the Activity on Node diagram is shown above and Activity  

on the Arrow below.  Taken from (Clough 2000) from pages 63 and 311 
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Figure 57: A Critical Path Method temporal barchart, taken from (Halpin 1998) page 101 

 

 

Figure 58: A Linear Scheduling Example, taken from (Vorster 1983) page 39 
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Both the Activity on Arrow (AOA) and Activity on Node (AON) logic diagrams are used 

in practice.  However, the AON diagram shares visual structure with the Critical Path 

Method (CPM) barchart.  Both the AON (Figure 56 top) and CPM (Figure 57) display 

activities as nodes and relationships as links.  A one-to-one correspondence exists 

between nodes for both diagrams, making reading between the two more efficient.  

Relating the AOA diagram (Figure 56 bottom) to the CPM barchart necessitates dummy 

activities to retain logic.  By displaying activities as links and relationships as nodes 

(opposite from the AON and CPM methods), the Activity on the Arrow diagram 

promotes less efficient reading between the logic and multidimensional graphics (see 

2.3).  Thus, the Activity on the Node diagram is preferred to the Activity on the Arrow. 

Linear schedules provide a way to analyze movement of crews in their physical context, 

an advantage that characterizes neither network diagrams nor CPM barcharts.  Two 

categories of projects are favorable to the use of linear scheduling: projects that are linear 

due to repetitive construction (such as houses) and those with an inherently linear 

physical layout (such as highway construction) (Vorster 1992).  Unlike traditional time 

series plots, the physical dimension—distance—is typically shown on the horizontal axis.  

A number of details enhance the applicability of linear schedules, including the addition 

of a rough plan, profile or seasonal constraint (see Figure 59).  These as well as standard 

symbols such as bars, blocks and lines representing crews and/or operations (seen in 

Figure 58) allow for powerful insight into the physical aspects of the project.  Thus, 

linear scheduling ultimately allows the planner to optimize the use of time and space in a 
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manner that network diagrams and the CPM do not (Vorster 1992). 

 

Figure 59: Linear Schedule format shown with Plan, Profile and Seasonal Constraint, taken from 

(Vorster 1992) page 35 

3.3.1.3 Additional Visual Strategies for Scheduling 

Four-dimensional CAD poses a challenge to traditional scheduling methods by displaying 

the inherently physical aspects of construction that CPM barcharts and logic diagrams 

neglect (Staub 1999; Fischer 2000; Koo 2000).  Physical queries—those of workflow or 

time-space conflicts—are easily answered in 4D CAD.  The number of issues and visual 

paradigm shift involved with 4D CAD necessitate expanded discussion of the two 

strategies (see 3.4).  Conclusions of that discussion suggest that 4D CAD and traditional 

strategies compliment rather than contradict one another. 

An alternative visual strategy for the construction schedule uses Tufte’s concept of the 

small multiple to physically contextualize component-based timing and logic.  Spatial 

development of the project is represented by showing critical stages by means of an 
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artist’s rendition; similar to a snapshot of a 4D CAD model (see Figure 60).  Orientation 

is typically a bird’s eye view of the project.  The hand rendered sketch inhibits 

navigation, but gives a general enough picture of major turning points in the physical 

layout to be beneficial.  Existing use of this method shows only a few points in time, 

though various levels of detail could be sketched as desired.  At least one company has 

used this technique successfully on multiple projects. 
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Figure 60: Temporal snapshots of a project in Blacksburg, Virginia 

 

Hierarchical modifications to the traditional CPM layout can also enhance scheduling 

data.  Similar to the SHriMP method (Simple Hierarchical Multi-Perspective, see 2.5.6 

and Figure 61), Russell and Udaipurwala describe the benefits of hierarchical scheduling 

as (1) allowing for the visualization of multiple levels of detail per different stakeholders’ 

request and (2) the ability to assess alternative construction methods by “plugging and 

unplugging” lower level schedules (Russell 2001, 315).  Construction planners may also 

reuse small, predefined networks to provide representation at a finer level of detail. 

 

Figure 61: Hierarchical schedule activities, taken from (Russell 2001), page 315 
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Additional enhancements to the traditional CPM view incorporate the original plan into 

the schedule representation, showing both the original and actual durations for each 

activity (see Figure 62).  The plan is displayed as the top half of the horizontal activity 

bar while the actual duration is shown beneath.  Both color and horizontal separation 

differentiate between plan and schedule.  Different color schemes also display the 

completion status of each activity at a specific point in time, as in the top activity of 

Figure 62.  

 
Figure 62: Horizontal separation of activity bars, taken from (Meridian 2002) 

 

Visually de-emphasizing links between activities provides a way to retain activity logic 

without creating graphical clutter.  Muting logic lines with a gray color employs Tufte’s 

principle of layering and separation (Tufte 1990).  For computer-based visualizations, a 

mouse click could emphasize links to highlight logic.  The system displayed in Figure 62 

shows links only upon interrogation by the user, reducing the visual clutter. 
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Upon reviewing scheduling information and existing scheduling graphics, it is apparent 

that current scheduling graphics emphasize the correct data types: network, 

multidimensional and temporal.  Physical contextualization vis-a-vi 4D CAD or small 

multiple strategies compliment but should not replace traditional CPM and network 

views.  Enhancements to CPM graphics—hierarchical activities, color separated plan and 

schedule activities and visually de-emphasizing network logic—additionally offer means 

to increase application of traditional scheduling graphics. 

3.3.2 The Budgeting Process 

Actual and potential cost problems must be recognized throughout the life of construction 

projects.  All levels of management, from the jobsite supervisor to district managers need 

to be aware of overruns that both increase project costs and decrease profits.  Effective 

cost reporting additionally allows for use of past costs in projecting future ones (Halpin 

1998).    

3.3.2.1 Budgeting Data Types 

A range of cost coding systems exists in practice (Halpin 1998).  Results from the phone 

survey confirm that many companies use in-house budgeting systems.  Similar to 

schedules, cost reports are characterized by a variety of data types.  Many cost reports 

take on the hierarchical nature of an internal accounting system while others use the form 

of a standard work breakdown structure (WBS).  Multidimensional features of each cost 

code are evident; not only is there a one-dimensional dollar value for each cost code in 

the hierarchy, but budgeted amounts, unit costs, work area (labor, equipment, 
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subonctractor) and estimated quantities are associated with each code.  Variance between 

the as built costs and estimated costs highlights the temporal nature of project budgets.   

Cost reports therefore contain a complex combination of information: hierarchical, 

multidimensional and temporal. 

3.3.2.2 Traditional Visual Strategies for Budgets 

The complexity of budgeting data and the non-standard nature of cost reporting systems 

result in fewer visual strategies for cost data than schedules.  Where graphics are used, 

the information displayed is often reduced to its most basic, one-dimensional form (see 

Figure 63).  These graphics show a few numbers for the top level of the budget of a 

project.  While valuable for simple overview or management report, such graphics do not 

allow practitioners to gain insight as to why budgeting problems are occurring. 

     
Figure 63: Budgeting piecharts, taken from (Meridian 2002; Primavera 2002) 

 

A number of graphics build off the concept of work packages: small unit of work that can 

be tracked in relation to time and cost (Halpin 1998).  Indices can then be developed to 

monitor the real time financial and temporal progress of each work package.  The 

schedule performance index (SPI) compares the temporal status of a work package with 

respect to where the original schedule indicates where the work temporally should be.  
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Similarly, the cost performance index (CPI) compares the financial status of a work 

package with respect to where the original budget indicates it should be.   

Based on the concept of the work package, attempts to visualize temporal and 

dimensionally comparative characteristics of a project at its highest WBS level led to the 

two-dimensional relational graphic (see Figure 64).  A single data point locates the 

project within a comparative time and cost scale.  Temporal changes of both the CPI and 

SPI are shown with multiple dots on a single graphic; linking the temporal trend with a 

line.  Similar to the budgeting piechart, the CPI/SPI plot oversimplifies information 

related to a project’s budget by displaying too few data points for only a single indexed 

value.  While this plot shows the cost status, it neglects to reveal underlying reasons for 

the existing status. 

 
Figure 64: Variation of SPI and CPI over time, adapted from (Moder, Phillips and Davis 1983), 162 
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3.3.2.3 Additional Visual Strategies for Budgets 

Kapoor proposes a visual cost information system (VCIS) based on a job’s work 

breakdown structure.  His VCIS emphasizes the hierarchical component of budgets and 

encodes a cost index onto a tree representation of the work breakdown structure.  Line 

thickness between hierarchical nodes is proportional to the original budgeted dollar 

amount of lower nodes (see Figure 65).  Thus, Kapoor’s representation efficiently 

displays both an additional characteristic and an additional dimension not included in 

traditional cost representations: the hierarchy and relative budget size (Kapoor 1996).  

This graphic begins to answer questions necessary to determine intervention.  While 

showing an overview (the top level of the tree), the lower node breakdown reveals what 

may be causing the problem. 

 
Figure 65: Tree Representation adopted from (Kapoor 1996), page 93 

 

Within his visual cost information system, Kapoor proposes a time series graphic with six 

categories to display cost differences between work areas (see Figure 66).  The time 

series plot removes the hierarchical characteristic shown in Figure 65 and displays only 

the dimensional cost comparison over time.  In line with the piecharts and index 
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scatterplot (Figure 63 and Figure 64) the time series below shows status rather than 

explanation.   

 
Figure 66: Temporal Representation of six Work Areas (Kapoor 1996), page 91 

 

Budgeting graphics traditionally oversimplify the information associated with the costing 

process.  Oversimplification usually produces graphics with a low data-ink ratio.  

Incorporating work packages and the work breakdown structure enhances budgeting 

graphics by taking the initial steps of showing why the status of a project is where it is.    

Ultimately, fundamental questions remain unanswered by the graphics discussed above; 

Is a cost overrun due to a quantity problem? Are cost overrun activities in early stages of 

construction to allow for intervention, or are they nearly complete? What is the scale of a 

cost overrun?  Until budgeting graphics answer more complex questions, they will be 

used in a trivial manner.  Chapter four discusses the budgeting problem further and based 

on the proposed framework, offers visual solutions for many of the above questions. 
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3.3.3 The Request for Information and Submittal Processes 

Requests for information (RFIs) and submittals are here grouped due to their inherent 

similarity of data.  Both processes involve documents that are primarily textual and are 

passed between different parties of the construction project.  

3.3.3.1 RFI’s and Submittal’s Data Type 

Requests for information and submittals are characterized by a low number of 

dimensional quantities changing throughout time.  RFIs are dimensioned by location and 

status.  Submittals similarly have dimensions of location and status.  A RFI may be 

located among several project team members: the architect, engineer, owner, contractor 

or subcontractor while a submittal’s location is typically with a subcontractor.  For 

monitoring purposes, the RFI or submittal’s status and due date is particularly important. 

3.3.3.2 Traditional Strategies for RFIs and Submittals 

Existing visual strategies typically display only the status dimension using either a 

piechart or histogram.  In ignoring information such as the document location, the 

piecharts and histograms shown below neglect to provide either a full overview or 

detailed picture of these processes 

RFI Histogram and Piechart: Two graphics for representing requests for information 

appear in the surveyed systems; a histogram and a piechart.  The piechart of Figure 67  
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can display two to four numbers by grouping RFIs into four categories: outstanding, 

closed, no due date and late.  The relative number of RFIs falling into each category 

determines the size of the pie allotted. 

 
Figure 67: RFI Piechart taken from (Meridian 2002) 

 

The histogram of Figure 68 aggregates RFIs for a given project into open and closed.  

The number in each category is represented by the height of the histogram, plotted along 

the horizontal time axis.   

 
Figure 68: RFI Histogram, taken from (Primavera 2002) 

 

Submittal Piechart: A piechart with slices relative to the number of submittals in 

categories entitled as approved, underway or unsubmitted is shown in Figure 69. 
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Figure 69: Submittal Piechart, taken from (Primavera 2002) 

 

Akin to the budgeting piechart, the piecharts and histogram shown above reveal only the 

status overview of RFI or submittal documents.  The location or breakdown of such 

documents is unknown due to a lack of incorporating that dimension. Time is only 

implicitly shown—by the categories selected—making changes in the status or location 

of various documents throughout the life of the project difficult to track. 

Enhanced graphical strategies similar to the request for information histogram are 

discussed in chapter four.  Graphics detailed there include more of the relevant 

dimensions as well as a means to track the documents through time.  With respect to the 

request for information graphic, a temporal overview of the return times of specific 

project participants can also be offered. 

3.3.4 The Production Process 

Activity barcharts provide information related to the temporal nature of construction 

projects.  However, they do not reflect the rate or speed at which work is completed.  

Production expresses the unit of a particular activity tracked over course of time (Halpin 

1998).    
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3.3.4.1 Production’s Data Type 

By definition production is uni-dimensionally temporal.  The non-temporal dimension 

depends on the activity being monitored: the number of bricks laid, amount of concrete 

placed, or number of houses erected.   Production for an entire project may be considered 

multidimensional if multiple activities are tracked; the number of dimensions being equal 

to the number of production activities monitored. 

3.3.4.2 Traditional Visual Strategies for Production 

The well-defined and simple data characterizing production traditionally leads to the use 

of time series plots known as production curves.  As with most time series, the non-

temporal dimension is plotted on the vertical axis.  When displaying multiple activities 

with different units of production, multiple vertical scales are implied.  This creates a 

particularly beneficial strategy for comparing rates of numerous activities starting and 

terminating at the same location (see Figure 70). 

 
 

Figure 70: Multiple Production Curves, taken from (Halpin 1998) page 92 
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Traditional production curves, though simple in layout, allow for powerful insight into a 

project.  Production rates can be sloped to the slowest activity to conserve or level 

resources.  Similarly, slower activities can be identified and allotted additional resources 

if necessary.  If tracked contemporaneously, diversion from planned rates is quickly 

discernable. 

Based on the type of data characterizing production, the time series curve is a good 

strategy.  However, increases in data density can be made to offer more insight into the 

planned and as built production rates. 

3.3.5 The Resource Process 

Discussion of production leads naturally to resources.  Resources are related to specific 

schedule activities and affect rates of production.  Cost and numerically constrained 

resources usually enjoy closer attention than non-critical resources.  Activity logic is 

often arranged in order to evenly distribute the most critical resources.  Critical resources 

sometimes dictate production rates, which in turn affects activity durations. 

3.3.5.1 Resources’ Data Type 

Comparable to production, data characterizing resources falls under the general heading 

of the time-series.  For each particular resource there is a one-dimensional quantity—the 

amount of resource—during a given period of time.  Considering all critical resources for 

a project results in a multidimensional time series with the number of dimensions being 
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equal to the number of critical resources. 

3.3.5.2 Traditional Visual Strategies for Resources 

The most common visual strategy used to represent resource data is the histogram; each 

resource is allotted a separate histogram (see Figure 71).  Histogram heights correspond 

to the quantity of resource during an increment of time (ranging from hours to weeks, 

etc).  Resource histograms are particularly effective graphics when executing the task of 

resource leveling, as they give an intuitive visual representation of both level and un-level 

resources. 

 
Figure 71: Resource Histogram of Laborers, taken from (Clough 2000) figure 8.3 

 

Similar to production curves, resource histograms are effective strategies to reveal a one-

dimensional temporal quantity.  Also similar to production curves, resource histograms 

can be plotted with greater density to allow for insight between construction activities 

and for larger periods of time to be displayed. 
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3.3.6 The Change Order Process 

Current representations of change order data display only a few numbers.  Minimal visual 

attention to the change order process evokes questions as to the need for such 

representations, though discussion will initially proceed assuming such a need. 

3.3.6.1 Change Order’s Data Type 

A change order (or change in scope) is easy to characterize; it is essentially 

multidimensional.  The exact number of dimensions related to change orders is more 

difficult to determine.  Dimensions of the proposed quantity of change, cost associated 

with the change, and status of acceptance (proposed, pending, accepted) describe change 

orders.  Typically, the impact of a scope change on processes like the budget or schedule 

forms a more critical aspect when monitoring the construction project. 

3.3.6.2 Traditional Strategies for Change Orders 

The vague multidimensional nature of change orders leads to visual representations of 

one or at best two dimensions.   The piechart of Figure 72 characterizes each change 

order as approved, pending or proposed; three numbers of the cost dimension.   

 
Figure 72: Change Order Piechart, taken from (Primavera 2002) 
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The histogram of Figure 73 displays an extra number by including the sum total.  Tufte 

recommends that graphics displaying only a “few numbers are usually better off left in a 

table” (Tufte 1983, 30). 

 
Figure 73: Change Order Histogram, taken from (Meridian 2002) 

 

Thoughtful consideration of the need for stand-alone representations must preclude the 

unnecessary display of three or four numbers in stand alone graphics.  Change orders 

become important within the context of cost or schedule issues.  Thus, within the context 

of budgeting or scheduling graphics, the ‘dimension’ of a change order should be added. 

Chapter 6 more fully describes the display of quantity overruns within cost reporting 

graphic. 

3.3.7 The Equipment Status Process 

Discussion of visual methods for individual project control processes concludes with a 

discussion of equipment monitoring.  The commercial project management software 

packages reviewed offer no visual methods for the display of data related to construction 

equipment.   

3.3.7.1 Equipment’s Data Type 

Equipment data is essentially multidimensional, different measures of quality are 

associated with each component of equipment.  An implicit temporal characteristic 
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associated with the change in quality throughout time also exists.    

3.3.7.2 Visual Strategies for Equipment 

Kapoor proposes using the small multiple as a method for displaying the 

multidimensional nature of construction equipment (see Figure 74).  The location and the 

color of small bars indicate the location and quality of different critical components.  The 

small multiple is particularly effective for providing an overview of an entire fleet or the 

degradation of various components over time.  Shrinking the multiples allows for a 

higher data density.  A color and component legend would also be a necessary addition to 

provide full insight into the equipment’s information.  

 

Figure 74: The equipment small multiple, taken from (Kapoor 1996) 

 

3.3.8 Conclusion of Construction Graphics 

In light of the types of information inherent to specific control processes, it is clear that 

graphics for some construction processes are more effective than others.  Scheduling, 
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production and resource graphics employ good layout strategies for the types of data they 

intend to display, though production curves and resource histograms could take note of 

scheduling graphics’ higher data density.  Contemporary graphics for budgets, requests 

for information and submittals lack important dimensions of their respective processes.   

The previous discussion reveals that the focus of many construction graphics is filtering 

to show a process’s status; information is aggregated until only a few numbers are left.  

Instead of filtering at the expense of structuring by the data type—a method that typically 

leaves one rather than multidimensional data—the focus of creating graphics should be a 

clear description of all relevant information.  As uncritical filtering occurs at the expense 

of showing multi-dimensions, the only graphical strategies remaining are piecharts 

(though piecharts are an adequate strategy for displaying one-dimensional data).   

Prior to discussion of a framework that focuses on the data type, two remaining topics 

relating construction graphics to data types must be discussed.  First; How do the 4D 

CAD and Critical Path Method barchart (CPM) strategies relate to one another in terms 

of the information inherent in schedules?  And second; What would be the visual layout 

of a graphic displaying the construction process look like?  These related topics are 

discussed below from the perspective of the data type. 

3.4 4D CAD AND CPM SCHEDULING 

The visual differences between graphical representation of schedules using critical path 

barcharts as compared with 4D CAD necessitates discussion beyond that offered in 3.3.1.  
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Disadvantages of traditional CPM scheduling—essentially physical queries for which 

CPM schedules do not effectively provide answers—and benefits of 4D CAD are 

subsequently detailed.  The discussion is heavily influenced by Koo and Fischer’s 

feasibility study of 4D CAD (Koo 2000). 

3.4.1 Schedule’s Data Types 

Recall from 3.3.1 that schedules are composed of several types of data: 

multidimensional—both physical (spatial) and abstract (float, start times, durations)—

temporal and network.   

3.4.2 Traditional Visual Strategy: CPM Questioned 

The complexity of the scheduling process, particularly physical complexities such as 

work flow and time-space conflicts, create the need for which 4D CAD offers solutions.  

Assessment of the design and plan within the context of space and time is the most 

informative aspect of 4D technology (Skolnick 1990).   

Critical Path Method (CPM) schedules enjoy the visual advantage of defining each 

activity with an action/component pair, making explicit the associations between 

activities.  The CPM schedule additionally benefits from its longstanding tradition within 

the AEC industry as the visual method of choice for displaying scheduling data.   

Drawing on recent advances in computing power and computer-aided design, 4D CAD 

highlights many of the shortcomings of CPM schedules.  In addition to allowing for 
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owner visualization—a benefit that can have enormous impact on a project’s time and 

resources (Skolnick 1990)—Koo and Fischer list four specific drawbacks: (1) The CPM 

schedule does not provide spatial information becuase (2) CPM networks are abstract 

representations of the project schedule.  (3) The size of schedules makes checking logic 

and completeness cumbersome and (4) project members develop inconsistent 

interpretations due to abstraction representations of the data (Koo 2000).   

3.4.3 4D CAD Answers  

Accordingly, the proposed benefits of 4D CAD relieve the CPM’s weaknesses by linking 

the temporal and spatial characteristics of construction to allow for better visualization 

per the construction plan.   

A feasibility study of 4D CAD resulted in the following conclusions: 4D models 

benefited practitioners (1) as a visualization tool—conveying planning information, (2) as 

an analysis tool—supporting users in conducting analyses and (3) as an integrative 

medium—enhancing collaboration among project participants (Koo 2000). 

In addition to alleviating the abstraction of CPM schedules with the visualization of 

physical components within their spatial context, creating the 4D model highlights 

additional problems with CPM schedules.  (1) The level of detail associated with 

activities is often inconsistent throughout the schedule.  Koo and Fischer’s case study 

included the activity “Erect Structural Steel”—an activity which related to the erection of 

structural beams and columns throughout the entire building and had a duration of 15 
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days!  On the 4D model, all of the steel for the building appeared on the 15th day, leaving 

no sense of progression.  (2) The omission of schedule activities leads to physical objects 

appearing prior to completion.  (3) Identifying problematic logic in large CPM schedules 

is much more complex.  Incorrect logic is easily identifiable with 4D CAD due to the 

visual display of components when and where they are built.  (4) Spatial issues such as 

time-space constraints and accessibility problems are also relatively simple to identify 

with 4D models whereas traditional critical path method schedules provide no such 

method.   

3.4.4 4D CAD Questioned 

Problems with CPM schedules coupled with benefits of 4D CAD make 4D modeling an 

attractive option.  However, 4D modeling possesses a number of difficulties, the least of 

which being the sheer time needed to create the model and categorize schedule activities 

with model components.  Additional difficulties include: (1) problems with discerning the 

current status of a project from studying the 4D model alone.  Physically complete 

objects, not temporally occurring activities are displayed on the model.  (2) For activities 

sequenced because of nonphysical constraints, (i.e. resource availability, construction 

method, etc), the 4D model has no means to indicate the presence of such constraints.  (3) 

4D CAD has no method to notify the construction team of the availability of float and (4) 

offers no visual representation for activities without a corresponding physical component, 

such as “Inspection.”  Though coloring or shading could be used on objects with non-

physical processes (like inspection) the result is visual clutter (Koo 2000).   
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Additionally, 4D CAD’s primary use is to help manage and communicate information 

between party members, not design, schedule or plan a project automatically (Skolnick 

1990).  New technology can mistakenly encourage self-reliance and should not be 

implemented devoid of a basic understanding of traditional scheduling techniques.   

3.4.5 CPM and 4D Conclusion 

The preceding discussion supports the following conclusion.  Both 4D models and CPM 

charts offer important visual solutions to different and challenging problems faced by the 

complex nature of the construction schedule.  It is unlikely that either representation will 

or should replace the other in full.  Reviewing the characteristics of scheduling data—

temporal, multidimensional, and network—reveals how 4D CAD and the CPM barchart 

compliment one another.  4D CAD gives expression to the spatial (multidimensional) and 

temporal characteristics of project schedules and aids in understanding a number of 

complex problems detailed above.  While offering a more abstract representation, CPM 

charts highlight activity durations and logic (temporal and network data) effectively.  

Thus, the analysis of a schedule’s data types provided by this research enhances and 

supports Koo and Fischer’s conclusion that:  

“Network schedules…should be shown together with the 4D model to 

make comprehension of the project sequence easier” (Koo 2000, 259 

italics added).   
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3.5 VISUALLY INTEGRATED PROJECT CONTROLS 

Graphics reviewed throughout this chapter focus on single processes; budgets, requests 

for information or submittals.  Understanding the process of construction requires that 

relationships between individual processes be determined.  For example, unanswered 

RFIs or untimely change orders impact the project schedule and budget.  Single process 

graphics (like those for only budgets or only production) isolate individual pieces of the 

larger construction process.  Analogous to the sequence followed throughout this chapter, 

this section details data associated with the construction process and reviews graphics 

used to visually represent the construction process. 

3.5.1 Construction’s Data Type 

The process of monitoring construction can be thought of as the sum total of monitoring 

individual control processes.  Tracking a construction project therefore involves 

monitoring the schedule, budget, requests for information, submittals, procurement, 

production, resources, change orders, equipment, etc.  A graphic used to monitor the 

construction process should incorporate all the information of a constructions’ individual 

processes at varying but necessary levels of detail.   

The level of detail for displaying information pertinent to construction again depends on 

the type of information, questions asked, desired density and efficiency.  Multiple 

dimensions and time characterize most processes described throughout this chapter.  

Schedules and budgets correspondingly add network and hierarchical features.  

Construction managers traditionally give visual and actual attention to the schedule 
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over other processes.  Budgets necessitate close monitoring, though graphics for budgets 

lack visual expression of important cost information.  Other processes are usually 

monitored for their impact on the schedule and budget though they are not graphically 

represented in this manner. 

Although schedules constitute the most important characteristic of the construction 

process, scheduling visualizations (CPM charts and the 4D model) do not display 

underlying processes that impact specific activities (Subramanian 2000).  The delay of an 

activity due to a late RFI finds no representation in current CPM or 4D CAD schemes.   

Relationships between processes and the primary attention given to schedules underscore 

the difference between primary and secondary processes.  Secondary processes 

(underlying processes in Subramanian’s terminology) impact primary processes, as the 

example of a late RFI and schedule activity illustrates.  Changes orders, procurement, 

production, submittals and resources all impact the scheduling and budgeting processes.  

Both schedules and budgets impact one another, but to a much greater and more intimate 

way than do processes here labeled as secondary.   

Interestingly, a graphical distinction exists between primary and secondary processes.  

Secondary graphics are typically one-dimensional overviews while primary processes, 

particularly schedules, include rich detail.   
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3.5.2 Traditional Visual Strategies for Construction  

No graphical strategies exist for viewing all or the most critical project control data in a 

single view.  This probably results from the un-addressed challenge of displaying 

relationships between processes.  The “Project Dashboard” in Figure 75 shows most 

secondary processes but in manners described in 3.3.  The graphic provides an overview 

for RFIs, change orders, submittals, the budget and issues but neglects to show any 

relationships between various processes.     

 
Figure 75: Project Dashboard, taken from (Primavera 2002) 

 

After discussion a graphical framework, Chapter 4 proposes two general strategies for 

integrated project controls building off the discussion of CMP schedules and 4D CAD 

above.  These strategies aim to integrate individual construction processes into an overall 

visual strategy for understanding the process of construction.   
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3.6 CONCLUSION 

Data graphics should employ visual strategies that give expression to the type of data—

dimensional, temporal, network or hierarchical—characterizing processes like 

scheduling.  The construction graphics reviewed in this chapter reveal that for a few 

processes—budgets, requests for information and submittals—visual representations are 

not created in light of inherent informational types.  Graphics of these processes primarily 

filter rather than structure the information.  A total focus on filtering leads to trivial 

graphics of only a few numbers.  While these graphics tell part of an important story, 

without efficient, high-density graphics structured around the type of information, data 

graphics offer no real benefit over spreadsheets.   

The next chapter proposes a basic framework built off the foundation of graphical 

principles laid in Chapter 2.  The framework is then applied to several of the processes 

discussed in this chapter as a means of illustrating a method to create better graphics in 

construction.  Data from an actual cost report provides a further and in-depth example of 

the framework in chapters 5 through 7.   
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4.0 A GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION FRAMEWORK 

Graphics of construction controls are needed to display data relevant to changing 

processes, highlight trends and relationships not otherwise distinguishable and bring 

coherence to large datasets; record, communicate and process information (Bertin 1983).  

No framework exists to help industry professionals accomplish these tasks visually.  

Consequently, a disparity exists between graphical possibility and current graphical 

reality for many processes.   

Chapter 2 reviewed a number of topics necessary to consider when creating effective data 

graphics.  Chapter 3 described construction graphics in light of these topics.  What 

resulted was a critique of graphics for several construction processes—namely the 

budgeting, request for information (RFI) and submittal processes.  The current chapter 

outlines a framework, proposed to alleviate inconsistencies between the types of 

information inherent in construction processes and the types of information displayed in 

graphics.  In outlining such a framework, the effectiveness of current graphical strategies 

in displaying the scheduling, production and resource processes additionally becomes 

apparent. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The type of information dictates a graphics’ layout.  Requirements or questions posed by 

the user may necessitate filtering or selection of this information (see Chapter 2).  For 

instance, an individual wondering which activities immediately precede an activity 
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named ‘Place Rebar’ will need a graphic that emphasizes the precedence network of a 

schedule rather than its spatial layout.  Chapter 2 noted that beyond visually structuring 

and filtering information, graphics should also be honest, efficient and dense.  A display 

that miscommunicates information, takes too long to understand or is overly trivial adds 

no value to the individual’s understanding of a process.  Thus, the literature related to 

data graphics included topics pertinent to structuring, filtering, editing and 

communicating (see Chapter 2 and Figure 76).  

 

Figure 76: Visual Table of Contents 

A number of construction graphics—particularly the piecharts or simple histograms used 

for budgets, RFIs and submittals—betray the fact that filtering, not structuring, dictated 

their creation.  If filtering is uncritically emphasized at the expense of the visual structure, 

no information is left to edit or discuss.  Displays become trivial to the task at hand.  
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Ultimately, a framework is needed to better articulate the relationships between topics 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

4.2 A GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION FRAMEWORK 

Ordering the tasks for creating data graphics emphasizes the present dilemma in 

construction.  Literature stresses the visual structure as dictated by the type of information 

as primary; graphical display of information must correspond to it the data type (Bertin 

1983; Cleveland 1993; Shneiderman 1996; Card 1999).  Questions a graph needs to 

answer filter and specify this structure, resulting in an initial data graphic.  A data graphic 

should then be edited for density; more information in the same space is typically desired 

(Tufte 1983).  Finally, the graphic should be evaluated to ensure that the information is 

communicated efficiently (Bertin 1983) (Figure 77).   

With some effort, the designer of the data graphic can perform all steps detailed thus far.  

At a number of stages throughout the process however, evaluations from persons other 

than the designer should be conducted.  Depending on the stage of development, 

evaluations can range from an informal user survey to rigorous statistical analysis (Figure 

77).   
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Figure 77: Flowchart of topics pertinent to creating effective data graphics 

The steps of the framework just described need not be followed in the exact order as 

specified.  In reality the initial graphic can be created with implicit consideration given to 

data density and efficiency of layout.  The steps are shown separately to emphasize the 

importance of including all tasks when creating an effective graphic.  However, the tasks 

of structuring and filtering should occur in the order as described; visual structure should 

precede filtering relevant information.  As discussed in 3.3.8 and 4.1, overfiltering often 

results in one-dimensional visual structures.  Instead of beginning with simple, traditional 

questions, information displays must seek to present as much data as possible prior to 

filtering.  When related though possibly non-traditional information is displayed, 

unexpected findings and the development of new questions may result.  This idea is 

reinforced by Bertin; 

The habitual going from what seems the simplest (a table with one row) to 

what seems complicated (a table with n rows), only results in the 

subdivision of research and decision making, and destroys our vision of 

the overall problem: a complaint which can well be lodged against 

classical graphics (Bertin 1977, 26-27). 
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Cleveland also agrees: 

Graphing data needs to be iterative because we often do not know what to 

expect of the data; a graph can help discover unknown aspects of the data, 

and once the unknown is known, we frequently find ourselves formulating 

new questions about the data. (Spence 2001, 15). 

The next section discusses graphics of several construction processes in light of the above 

detailed framework.  Newly proposed graphics seek to display all relevant types of 

information rather than traditional subsets.  As revealed in the previous chapter, graphics 

for budgets, requests for information and submittals must follow from a description of the 

types of information characterizing these processes.  The production, resources and 

construction processes—whose existing visual layouts correspond to information inherent 

in these processes—will be discussed in terms of density and efficiency.   

4.3 FRAMEWORK APPLIED TO CONSTRUCTION CONTROLS 

4.3.1 Layout Strategies for Budgets 

The complexity of cost reports, as noted by their multifaceted data type makes it difficult 

to accommodate all necessary information into one graphic.  Kapoor’s multiple 

representation Visual Cost Information System (see 3.3.2.3) underscores the challenge of 

integrating all budgeting features.  A general strategy for the display of budgeting data 

precludes an in-depth analysis of an actual budget—the subject of Chapters 5-7.   
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Chapter 3 noted that three types of data characterize budgets: a hierarchy integrates the 

accounting systems of the owner and construction manager; adherence to a budget is 

tracked throughout time; and multiple dimensions are used to describe each entry in the 

budget (dimensions like description, work area, budgeted cost, quantity, etc).  Giving 

visual preference to the hierarchy of budgets led Kapoor to propose a tree type graphic.  

His tree surpassed the traditional one-dimensional graphics by allowing the user a method 

of discovering why or where certain budgeting problems exist.   

As described in 2.5.6, a squarified treemap represents another method for representing 

hierarchies (see Figure 78).  Dimensional characteristics such as budget size, cost index 

or percent complete can then be encoded to various visual attributes of each square by 

employing Cleveland’s rules.  Shading may also be used with an index to relate the 

temporal dimension. 

 
Figure 78: Treemap of Usenet, March 2000, (Fiore 2001), page 5 
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Rather than focus on the hierarchy, the method of Figure 79 displays each dimension 

with a vertical histogram, linked by dynamic interaction (see 2.5.2).  Rapid computer 

processing and realtime queries on one dimension can highlight possible correlations 

with all other dimensions.  Strategies alternatively emphasizing multidimensional and 

hierarchical features of cost data are discussed further in Chapter 6. 

 
Figure 79: Parallel histograms used for a budget, created with Eureka Tablelens 

 

Both the hierarchical and multidimensional strategies noted above contain visually dense 

data.  In addition, the treemap and parallel histograms display both an initial overview 

and details.  Subsequent chapters expand on the strategies discussed here with respect to 

a real monthly cost report as well as solicit feedback from primary users of the report. 
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4.3.2 Layout Strategies for RFIs and Submittals 

Of the two graphics discussed in 3.3.3.2 for visual requests for information (RFIs), the 

histogram displays more dimensions of the process (see Figure 80).  Cleveland’s rules, 

Spence and Tufte all suggest that histograms are more effective than piecharts for 

revealing dimensional data (Tufte 1983; Cleveland 1984; Spence 2001).  Histograms 

additionally allow for better tracking of specific RFIs over time.   

Though the histogram graphic is better, the data categories offered by the piechart are 

more realistic; classification into open and closed oversimplifies the status dimension. 

 

Figure 80: RFI Histogram, taken from (Primavera 2002) 

Requests for Information: Figure 81 offers a solution to the RFI process that shows most 

of the pertinent data.  The strategy assigns each project party its own section of a 

histogram group.  Depending on a user defined level, the criticality or status of each RFI 

is displayed in color.  The number of outstanding RFIs for each party is proportional to 

the height of the histogram.  Statuses of a party’s RFIs are sorted by color within their 

corresponding section.   Numbers of each RFI are included to allow for tracking specific 

requests over time.  The numbers are beneficial for locating a critical RFI or when trying 

to illustrate the impact an RFI causing delay has on the project.  Bolded numbers can be 
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used for RFIs associated with critical path work packages.   

As detailed, the RFI histogram displays four dimensions; the project party, stage of 

acceptance, RFI number and criticality are displayed along a timeline; a substantial 

improvement over the piechart. 

 

Figure 81: Multiple Histogram RFI Graphic 

 

Submittals: A piechart showing the relative number of submittals per category does not 

show trends over time (see Figure 82).  A larger number of parties (usually 

subcontractors) and smaller number of documents per party (as compared to RFIs) make 

multiple histograms for each time period unnecessary.  A single histogram with the 

relative number of documents in each phase of acceptance is sufficient (see Figure 83).  

Numbers can be again included for reasons similar to those described above. 
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Figure 82: Submittal Piechart, taken from (Primavera 2002) 

 

 

Figure 83: Submittal Histogram for 10 Weeks of a Project 

 

One-dimensional piecharts for RFIs or submittals leave out the time component of those 

processes.  Along with current histogram graphics, piecharts neglect the location of 

specific documents.  Enhanced histograms can introduce additional dimensions by color, 

visual separation and text revealing trends and thereby highlight problems unavailable to 

the user of a singly dimensioned piechart.  And as shown, both the RFI and submittal 

histograms are more dense with data than their piechart predecessors. 
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4.3.3 Visual Density for Production 

Production graphics reviewed in Chapter 3 show the planned versus actual production for 

a single activity or display multiple activities either as planned or as built (see Figure 84).  

For a uni-dimensionally temporal data type, the production curve is a good layout 

strategy.  However, to increase the data density, the two graphics are combined.  The as 

planned information is differentiated from the as built using color (see Figure 85). 

 
Figure 84: Single Planned and Actual Production Curve (top) and Multiple Planned Curves (bottom),  

taken from (Halpin 1998), page 92  
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Figure 85: Multiple as planned and as built production curves differentiated by color  

(gray indicates the planned curve)  

 

4.3.4 Visual Density for Resources 

Histograms are an effective strategy for the display of resource data—they reveal a 

resource’s one-dimensional quantity over time.  Similar to production curves, 

improvements can increase data density.  Minimizing the histogram width and stacking 

resources helps achieve this goal.   

In terms of data-ink, a histogram’s width carries no information.  Compressing the bar 

width allows for longer periods of time to be displayed.  Additionally, rather than 

assigning separate histograms to each resource, resources can be stacked and plotted 

along the same timescale.  Cleveland and McGill’s study shows that the perceptual task 

length along a non-aligned axis is second highest in providing for accurate reading.  

Though resources are typically placed on separate histograms, Cleveland and McGill’s 

results indicate that accurate reading is possible for stacked resources (as in Figure 86—

though, the curved timeline is unnecessary).   
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A stacked resources graphic works best for a limited number of critical resources and a 

short time period.  (Similar to stacking, resources plotted above and below a timeline 

represents an equally effective use of space).  Figure 86 was created as a visual timesheet 

showing the temporal breakdown of work for five components of a project 

(corresponding to the five colors).  The project had a limited but constant amount of 

resource. Intuitive colors differentiate between resources and allow for reading on 

multiple levels.   

 
Figure 86: Stacked Resource Histogram, taken from (Tolleson 2000) figure 4.45 
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4.3.5 Conclusion  

Visual representation of construction control processes traditionally proceeds apart from 

a well-defined framework.  Application of the framework described above—particularly 

by analyzing the data type(s) associated with numeric information—leads to a re-

evaluation of some traditional construction graphics.  The budgeting, RFI and submittal 

processes require attention per the data type.  The production and resource processes find 

adequate representation in traditional graphics but can be edited for greater density.  Prior 

to more thoroughly applying the framework to a cost report, this chapter discusses 

graphics for visualizing the entire process of construction.  

4.3.6 Possible Visual Strategies for Construction  

Construction is heavily influenced by the dimension of time; all control processes have 

time as one of their types of data.  Traditional project monitoring additionally gives 

precedence to the schedule and budgeting processes.  However, relationships between the 

schedule, budget and other processes are infrequently visually displayed.  Tasks such as: 

Has the budget been affected by any outstanding RFIs? or Are we behind schedule 

because of late submittals? cannot be answered with stand alone graphics of single 

processes.  If insight into the construction process is to occur, visual cues between 

processes are necessary. 

Section 3.4 discussed the differences between 4D CAD and traditional CPM scheduling.  

The importance given to the primary process of scheduling and the reciprocating benefits 

of 4D CAD and CPM charts suggest that two visual strategies for visually integrated 
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project controls are possible.  The first finds its basis on the project’s CAD model, the 

second on the traditional CPM schedule.   

For a complex process like construction, primary control tasks (like scheduling) dictate 

the graphical strategy similar to the primary data type of a single process (like the 

network).  A complex process can be thought of as the sum of a number of other 

processes; monitoring construction is the “sum” of monitoring the schedule, budget, 

requests for information, etc.  Thus graphics are constructed analogous to a multi-type 

process (like scheduling—having network, temporal and dimensional types) for complex 

processes like construction (having schedules, budgets and requests for information).  

The scheduling process governs the visual layout of a construction graphic similar to the 

network dimension governing the layout of critical path chart.  As less critical dimensions 

are given less visual emphasis on simple processes, secondary processes find 

representation as extra dimensions on the overall visual strategy.    

4.3.6.1 Integrated Project Controls and 4D CAD 

Design and scheduling data increasingly find representation within the context of the 

project CAD model (McKinney 1996; Staub 1999; Koo 2000).  Sensing this shift, Songer 

and Subramanian propose representing RFI conflicts on the 3D model (see Figure 87).  

Triggered by a mechanism in a workflow management system, a visual indicator such as 

color highlights the presence of a problem on the physical object related to the RFI 

(Subramanian 2000).  Secondary processes are thus treated as extra dimensions to the 
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primary process of scheduling. 

 
Figure 87: 4D CAD model with highlighted roof, taken from (Subramanian 2000), page 92 

 

As 4D planning and scheduling becomes more prevalent within the AEC industry, other 

secondary processes should be studied in terms of representation on the project model.  

The absence of an outlined or partially transparent object may indicate a procurement 

delay.  Scope overruns can be shown as enlarged physical components. Employing 

Cleveland’s rules on the project model needs more thorough investigation though the 

challenges of transparency and visual clutter must be addressed (Cleveland 1984; 

Shneiderman 1996; Koo 2000).  

4.3.6.2 Integrated Project Controls and CPM Barcharts 

The critical path barchart remains an essential graphic for detailing and understanding 

scheduling data (Koo 2000).  However, improvements to the critical path (CPM) barchart 
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allowing for additional information to be displayed are needed.  The dimensions of cost, 

scope change and impact of other processes should be added to the CPM chart to improve 

understanding of relationships within the entire construction process. 

Enhancements to CPM schedules discussed below make use of Cleveland’s visual 

attributes to add dimensionality.  Varying colors and shading of activities, changing the 

width of an activity, dividing the activity bar, showing hierarchies and changing text 

fonts include some possibilities for increasing data density on CPM charts.  Each of these 

visual possibilities is briefly described below. 

Coloring and the Budget:  Color encoding each activity bar with cost information can 

integrate cost and schedule data within the CPM view.  Defining specific work packages 

or linking accounting codes with schedule activities precedes coloring.  A graphic 

showing cost and scheduling data in a format intimately familiar to the construction 

industry (the CPM) may aid the process of integrating cost and schedule data.  The 

percent of coloring can additionally indicate percent complete while varying color over 

the length of the bar can show temporal changes in cost (see Figure 89).  

Traditional CPM views represent critical activities in red; a feature that would be lost in 

cost coloring activity bars.  As the visual indicators bold and red have similar efficiency 

criticality can be reintroduced by means of a bolded border around and bolded links 

between critical activities (see Figure 89). 
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Shading for Scope Change:  Shading in conjunction with color can indicate quantity 

overruns of a particular work package.  After a work package has passed 100% of the 

budgeted quantity, dark shading could represent the percent overrun (see Figure 89).  

Further discussion of shading with respect to quantity overruns can be found in Chapter 

5.   

Activity Widths and Scope Change:  Scope changes may otherwise be displayed by 

increasing activity bar thickness from a standard width, thereby using area as the visual 

indicator.  An upper limit to activity thickness should be set to keep high overruns from 

dominating the display. 

Dividing Activity Bars to show the Plan and Schedule:  Horizontal division of the 

activity bar can reveal the difference between the planned and scheduled durations, 

though the logic must remain the same (see Figure 88 and Figure 89).  

 

Figure 88: Division of Activity Bars to show Planned versus Schedule Activities, taken form 
(Meridian 2002) 
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Hierarchical Views for Overviews:  The size of schedules often makes them 

cumbersome to read.  Hierarchical strategies correct this problem by rolling up smaller 

activities into a baseline schedule (Russell 2001) (see Figure 61).   

Changing Text and Secondary Processes:  Changes to an activity’s description text can 

show the impact of secondary processes like RFIs or submittals.  Activities adversely 

affected by late RFIs would display italicized or bolded rather than standard fonts.  

Textually modified activities would trigger the reader of a critical path barchart to the 

presence of one or more underlying problems, to which they could later filter down to 

and focus on.   

In this manner, the RFI and submittal processes are treated like secondary dimensions in 

a multi-dimensioned problem.  Construction’s primary dimension, scheduling, dictates 

the visual layout of a construction graphic.  Budgeting dimensions (the cost index and 

quantity overruns) follow as the most visually engaging artifact.  Secondary processes are 

grouped together and highlighted in a similar though prominent manner. (Figure 89) 
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Figure 89: Integrated project controls and the fenced barchart (compare with Figure 57) 

Information displayed on the enhanced critical path (CPM) barchart is visually very 

dense.  However, not all project data can be represented in the CPM overview as detailed 

above.  Enhanced CPM views coupled with resource histograms and production curves 

(shown along the same timescale) can provide powerful insight into most of the 

monitored processes in construction (2.5.5.2 introduced the use of parallel axes to display 

multidimensional temporal information).  The display of multiple processes along a 

shared timescale parallels the multiple dimensions shown sharing the timeline in Figure 

90. 
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Figure 90: New York City Temperature Map, taken from (Tufte 1983) page 30 

 

The difference in the amount of information related to the construction process as 

compared with the RFI process highlights the need to filter and select information 

relevant to the tasks at hand.  As this chapter closes, a visual modification to the graphical 

table of contents is offered. 

4.4 A THREE-DIMENSIONAL TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Discussion throughout this chapter underscores a need to slightly modify the visual 

representation of the tasks related to creating data graphics.  The visual information 

seeking mantra: Overview first, zoom and filter then details on demand, notes that 

different strategies may be needed at different levels of detail for the same set of 

information (Shneiderman 1996).   

Though the data type is the driving factor of a data graphic, the level of detail may 
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necessitate significant changes to the strategy (due to aggregation, filtering or detailing).  

An overview of the project budget looks much different than details contained in the 

database, though the same dataset is being explored.  In this manner, the enhanced critical 

path and 4D CAD views can be thought of as an Overview of the entire construction 

process.  Single process representations (those for budgets or schedules only) are a lower 

level of detail, filtered down from the project overview to an individual process.  The 

details-on-demand level of construction information can be thought of as the information 

as contained in the database.  Intermediate views showing subsets of specific processes 

are also possible.  In visual terms of the tasks described earlier, the level of detail can be 

understood as forming a third dimension depending on the level of aggregation (see 

Figure 91).  

 
Figure 91: Three-dimensional table of contents, introduced by the Level of Detail  
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4.5 CONCLUSION 

The process of creating data graphics flows from a number of related tasks that can be 

thought of in a three-dimensional fashion (see Figure 91).  A framework built from these 

tasks begins with structuring the graphical layout per the data type.  It then relates 

filtering, editing and communicating tasks as well as feedback mechanisms.  The 

framework is applicable to single processes, such as a budget, or complex processes such 

as construction (a complex process being one with multiple sub-processes).  For a single 

process, the most critical dimension shapes the graphical layout; for complex processes 

the critical sub-process shapes the layout.   

The remainder of this report illustrates the framework by comparing current and possible 

graphical strategies for a project budget (cost report).  Both the data and level of detail 

are held constant, while the graphical strategy is changed.  Four graphics are designed 

based on both the dimensional and hierarchical types of information contained in the 

budget.  After discussing more thoroughly the data characterizing a construction cost 

report (Chapter 5), current and possible visual strategies are outlined (Chapter 6).  The 

graphics are then submitted to an informal user survey as an initial evaluation of the 

visual representations themselves (Chapter 7).   
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5.0 A DATA RICH, INFORMATION POOR PROBLEM  

As highlighted in the previous two chapters, a number of data rich, information poor 

problems exist in construction controls.  Numerically rich construction problems exist, 

but information—particularly information that is communicated visually—is lacking.  

One of the most graphically disparate problems is a project’s budget.  Due to the 

complexity of data and industry wide differences in accounting standards, no general 

graphical strategy exists.   

Using the framework detailed in Chapter 4, the current chapter chronicles the story of a 

monthly cost report, from an expanded description of the data characteristics through the 

quantities and answers the cost report should reveal and concludes with practical 

modifications necessary to visually represent such data.  The discussion relies heavily on 

a series of interviews and conversations with employees of the company providing a 

monthly cost report, who are gratefully recognized in the acknowledgements.   

5.1 DATA TYPE 

Figure 92 contains data from a monthly cost report for an 18.8 million dollar highway 

project in Southwest Virginia.  Analogous to the budgeting description provided in 

section 3.3.2, the cost report contains hierarchical, multidimensional and temporal 

features.  Sections below discuss the data’s layout from each of these perspectives. 
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Figure 92: Data as contained in monthly cost report  

5.1.1 Vertical Hierarchy 

A hierarchy, necessary to link the internal accounting systems of the owner and general 

contractor, governs the vertical structure of the cost report.  The broad hierarchy contains 

two types of nodes: pay items and cost codes.   

Pay Items: The project contract outlines a number of specific work items designated for 

payment upon progress or completion.  In general, these items may reflect the owner’s 

accounting system or may be based on explicitly outlined work packages.  Particular to 

this dataset, the Pay Item is the quantity of work monitored by the contractor in terms of 

receiving payment from the owner, here the Virginia Department of Transportation.  Not 

all pay items have the same method of reimbursement.  Full treatment of reimbursement 

schemes for each pay item lies outside the scope of this work; it is sufficinet to note that 

some pay items are fully compensated on completion while others are incrementally paid 

as work is performed.   
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Cost Codes: In addition to the pay item designation set by the owner, the general 

contractor breaks up costs per an internal accounting system.  As money is spent on work 

throughout the course of the project, the dollar amounts are appropriated to the 

corresponding cost code. 

To bridge the gap between the owner designated pay items and general contractor 

specified cost codes, a hierarchy is established.  The contractor categorizes internal cost 

code items under specific owner designated pay items.  Each cost code therefore has one 

“parent” pay item while pay items contain multiple cost code “children” (terms are from 

2.5.6).   

5.1.2 Horizontal Multidimensionality 

Horizontal layout of the dataset reveals the cost report’s multidimensional features.  

Corresponding to each cost code entry are the dimensions of cost code number, 

description, work area (equipment, labor, subcontractor), the unit of measure as well as 

two estimated and job to date (JTD) measures.  Thus, in addition to the hierarchy, the 

cost report consists of eight separate dimensions. 

A number of dimensions directly correspond to the designation of each cost code.  For 

example, the code description Earth ADT + 6000 falls under the parent pay item Mass 

Earthwork (1020200), carries the code number 125000, work area E (for equipment) and 

unit M3 (cubic meters).  Each cost code description carries a unique set of values for 

these four dimensions.  The other four dimensions, two each for the estimated and JTD 
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measures, are described below.    

Estimated Measures: Estimated dollar value and quantity are not directly related to each 

cost code as the other dimensions above.  When determining quantities and costs for a 

job, the construction company’s estimating department accesses internal accounting cost 

codes.  As the scope of work is understood—communicated through contract drawings 

and specifications—estimators have liberty to open the cost codes necessary to the job.  

Occasionally, additional cost codes are opened though no money is initially allocated to 

them.  This occurs when a job may need a specific item, but the certainty of this need is 

variable.  For example, ambiguity regarding the necessity of an extra crane during latter 

stages of construction may cause an estimator to open an extra crane cost code but budget 

$0 therein.  Similarly, during the course of construction, a project manager may similarly 

open a cost code when new construction methods call for unbudgeted work items.  Again, 

the estimated values for this cost code will show up as $0.  Reasons for describing these 

features become more clear in section 5.3, as they affect the calculation and graphical 

representation of dimensions needed to answer user tasks.   

After opening necessary cost codes, estimates for cost and quantity of each are entered, 

employing historical and published data as well as good intuition.  Estimated unit costs 

are determined by dividing the estimated cost by estimated quantity.  Unit costs serve as 

the baseline for comparing project cost status throughout the life of the project.   

Job to Date Measures: Data entry related to Job to Date (JTD) columns is often less 
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precise than that for the Estimated columns.  JTD quantity, cost and unit costs are tracked 

similar to estimated values though the methods for acquiring this data are quite different. 

For many cost code items, quantity is a simple calculation; the sum total of quantities like 

concrete poured or hours worked.  Frequently however, quantity is more subjective.  The 

amount of dirt hauled away from a job site provides an example.  Not only can 

differences in bank and haul cubic yards, produced from varying soil densities, create less 

than exact estimates of JDT quantities, but incorrect assumptions as to how full or how 

many trucks leave the jobsite can compound accuracy problems.  Particularly with large-

scale earthmoving operations, the quantity of work performed under a particular cost 

code can vary greatly from the quantity estimated.  Quantity overruns appearing on a 

report could therefore be attributed to problems ranging from poor contract documents to 

poor initial or contemporaneous estimates.   

Job to date costs are also subject to wrongful data entry.  To “balance” costs associated 

with work items that are overrun with ones under-run, expenses incurred for one cost 

code are sometimes placed under another.  This practice leads to a false sense of security 

about certain work items.  Similarly, if work needs to be performed where no related cost 

code is open, the cost may be placed under a different or unrelated code rather than open 

a new one.     

The above discussion underscores the need for accurate and honest data entry, from the 

estimating department to field operations manager.  Without quality data entry, 
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comparison between budgeted unit costs and JTD unit costs is meaningless.  As noted, 

incorrect assumptions about quantities or dishonest budget balancing can lead to wrong 

interpretations of the JTD unit costs, resulting in equally dishonest graphical 

representation of the data (recall 2.6). 

5.1.3 Temporal Snapshots 

The temporal nature of the cost report becomes apparent when comparing As Budgeted 

and Job to Date quantity, costs and unit costs.  Though current cost reports do not include 

such data, changes in the unit cost over time is a useful indicator for each work item’s 

cost progression. Cost history of codes over time is particularly important in light of 

certain user requirements and tasks. 

5.2 USER REQUIREMENTS AND LEVEL OF DETAIL 

Two types of individuals interact regularly with the monthly cost report: accountants and 

project managers.  A series of interviews conducted with both types of individuals helped 

determine the questions regularly asked of the cost report.  In understanding how both 

project managers and accountants use the cost report, the appropriate level of detail can 

be present within the graphical representation.   

5.2.1 Project Management Level 

Project managers receive a paper cost report related to their specific project each month.  

Should cost data need to be reviewed in the interim, an online version of the cost data is 
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available.  The most visually pertinent questions asked and answers expected of the cost 

report are supplied below: 

1. What is the primary task of the cost report each month? 

Answer: Comparison of As Budgeted versus Job to Date costs.  

2. What parameters of the report are critical to this task? 

Answer: Unit costs (including unit cost history) and quantity 

overruns for both subcontractors and currently active items. 

3. How would you improve the layout or style of the report? 

Answer: Narrow the report down to currently active cost codes.  

Also, don’t worry too much about some activities until you are X% 

complete (say ~30%) due to startup, learning curves, and 

mobilization. 

From the project manager’s point of view, the most pertinent information in the report is 

the budgeted and job to date unit cost for current activities.  Changes in unit costs are also 

important, though current methods necessitate having to return to previous cost reports to 

access this data.  The project manager also monitors the presence and degree of quantity 

overruns to ensure that payment is received for all work performed. 

5.2.2 Accountant Level 

The accounting department tracks costs for multiple projects in a less detailed fashion.  
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Questions similar to those posed to project managers were asked of accountants with 

respect to their interaction with the cost report.  

1. What is the primary task of the cost report? 

Answer: A cost overview of the entire job.   

2. What parameters of the report are critical to this task? 

Answer: Budgeted versus job to date unit costs for cost critical 

items. 

3. How would you improve the layout or style of the report? 

Answer: Provide an overview of the entire report first in order to 

locate the presence of cost problems.  The option to drill down if 

needed is also beneficial. 

The same parameters—the budgeted and job to date unit costs—are used to perform 

different tasks between the project manager and accountant.  The accountant desires an 

overview to check if financial statements have been quoted appropriately.  The overview 

helps to recognize profits evenly and take losses immediately by quickly identifying large 

problems. 

Graphical representation of the cost report should effectively answer questions posed by 

both groups of users.  The primary dimensions for both groups, as budgeted compared 

with job to date costs require a slightly different level of detail.  Identifying the size 
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(accountants) and immediacy (project managers) of problems are also questions that the 

graphical representation should be able to easily answer.  Project managers’ interest 

additionally lies with the status of ongoing work items, necessitating some display of the 

percent complete.  Before looking at specific visual strategies however, it is necessary to 

discuss the practical aspects of manipulating and filtering current data into a form 

necessary to answer these questions. 

5.3 FILTERING AND EDITING THE INFORMATION 

The following section describes the process of organizing the original cost reporting data 

in a manner that can answer questions detailed above; the current format does not readily 

enable such analysis.  Organization of this section proceeds by establishing the hierarchy 

and unit costs, formulating measures to answer given questions, and removing inaccurate 

or erroneous values.  Selection of the subset of data used for purposes of gaining 

feedback will additionally be described. 

5.3.1 Hierarchy and Unit Costs   

As initially arranged, the spreadsheet format of the cost report contains 1040 cost code 

items, along with their corresponding description, unit of measure, type, budgeted 

quantity and dollar value and JTD quantity and dollar value; 1040 rows with eight 

dimensions (see Figure 92 above).  The cost code number reflects both the pay item and 

cost code designations.  Division of this column using a Text to Columns function yields 

the hierarchy described in 5.1.1.  The first seven numbers relate to the pay item 

designation—the parent level of the hierarchy, while the last five are specific to cost 
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codes.  Unit costs present in the paper cost report are calculated by dividing As Budgeted 

or Job to Date dollar values by their respective quantities. 

5.3.2 Answers to Questions 

To quickly answer comparison questions posed by project managers and accountants, the 

cost index is computed (Kapoor 1996).  As defined, this measure compares the budgeted 

with as built costs in terms of the work performed: 

Cost Index = Actual Cost of Work Performed / Budgeted Cost of Work Performed  

To determine the cost index, the work performed is defined as the job to date (JTD) 

quantity.  The budgeted cost is simply the unit cost corresponding to each cost code.  

Thus the budgeted cost of work performed is the product of the unit cost and number of 

units (quantity). 

Budgeted Cost of Work Performed = BC (unit cost) * WP (JTD quantity) 

The Actual Cost of Work Performed is defined as the Job to Date costs.  As an indicator 

of how far work has progressed, the percent complete is defined as: 

Percent Complete = JTD Quantity / Budgeted Quantity 

The percent complete can therefore be greater than 100% for items whose JTD quantity 

exceeds budgeted quantities.  Work items with a percent complete greater than 100 are 

labeled as quantity overrun. 
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5.3.3 Removal of Erroneous or Extraneous Data 

Modifications described to this point yield a number of problems.  For cost code items 

with no budgeted quantity (following practices described in 5.1.2), the budgeted unit cost 

does not exist.  Similarly, for items with no work performed, the actual unit cost does not 

exist.  To make the information manageable, rows with no work scheduled and no work 

performed are removed, a pragmatic decision in light of the project manager’s desire to 

track current work items. 

5.3.4 Data Selection 

A remaining subset of 890 remaining cost codes allows for simpler study and feedback of 

the graphical representations.  To explore both the multidimensional and hierarchical 

features of the report, the top-level hierarchy (approximately 60 pay items) is selected.  

Aggregating contractor cost codes into their corresponding pay items provides summary 

level percent complete and cost index formulas (Kapoor 1996). 

Summary Cost Index = ACWP / BCWP; where 

 ACWP = Actual Cost of Work Performed = Σ (JTD Cost) 

BCWP = Budgeted Cost of Work Performed = Σ (Budgeted Unit Costs * 

JTD Quantity) 

Summary % Complete = Σ (BCWP) / Σ (Budgeted Cost) 

The cost index is used for its intuitive meaning: a high cost index reflects a cost overrun 

situation.  Summary percent complete values reflect a weighted average of all lower level 
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cost codes.  The cost indices and percent complete values for 60 pay items are used in the 

graphical strategies discussed in the next chapter.  These values affect the most pertinent 

user tasks, those of comparing the job to date with budgeted costs.  Additionally, the 

budget has been filtered to emphasize an overview of currently active cost codes. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has discussed data characteristics of a cost report in the context of the most 

common user questions.  Additionally described are modifications necessitated by such 

questions.  The top-level, pay item hierarchy with primary dimensions of description, 

cost index, percent complete, budgeted value and job to date spending are selected for 

visual representation in the remainder of the report.  The next chapter illustrates graphical 

methods that emphasize different features and dimensions of the budget before turning to 

an evaluation in Chapter 7. 
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6.0 GRAPHICAL STRATEGIES 

Data characteristics and a user-imposed level of detail for a monthly cost report were 

described in the previous chapter.  Discussion concluded with the selection of five 

primary dimensions—the pay item description, cost index, percent complete, budgeted 

dollar value and job to date spending—from the top hierarchical level of the cost report.  

It is the concern of this chapter to propose graphical strategies for this subset of the cost 

report that employ graphical honesty and efficiency.  Four layout strategies are proposed; 

two detailed by others prior to this report and two newly proposed schemes. 

6.1 VISUAL STRATEGIES 

Chapter 5 discussed two primary types of information found within the cost report, the 

multivariate and hierarchical data types.  Various graphical strategies exist for displaying 

both types of data.  The following sections outline four such strategies, two based on the 

multidimensional characteristic of the data, two based on the hierarchical.  One of each of 

the multivariate and hierarchical strategies has been described by others with respect to 

cost reports prior to this research, two are proposed as new.  Thus the four graphical 

strategies detailed in this chapter are categorized as in Figure 93. 
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Figure 93: Graphical strategies explored in this chapter  

Both multivariate strategies use existing software packages that accept the spreadsheet 

data as manipulated by the end of the previous chapter.  Hierarchical strategies are 

rendered manually using the same set of information and a computer aided drawing 

package, Macromedia Freehand 10. 

Each section that follows details a different graphical strategy.  Visual features of each 

graphic will be discussed in terms of the dimensions they reveal.  Sections additionally 

describe researcher perceived strengths and weaknesses of each graphic to procede and 

supplemental evaluations by other individuals (in Chapter 7).   

The next chapter solicits feedback from industry professionals using static graphical 

representations.  A drawback of static display is that it does not allow for features of the 

“highly responsive interactive visualization tool” to be fully exploited (Spence 2001, 14).  

As certain graphics rely on dynamic interaction more than others, the effect of presenting 

static representations will also be noted. 
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6.2 SCATTERPLOT: MULTIDIMENSIONAL / TRADITIONAL 

Kapoor describes a cost/schedule performance scatterplot as a method to graphically 

display budgeting and scheduling data.  Traditionally, a cost index is placed on the 

horizontal axis and a schedule index on the vertical.  The entire cost and scheduling 

information is aggregated for the project and placed as a single data point on the graphic 

(see discussion and graphics in 3.3.2 above).  Kapoor reverses the traditional axes to 

make the diagram more intuitive; placing the cost index on the vertical and schedule 

performance index on the horizontal.  A high cost index corresponds to a high location on 

the vertical axis while a high schedule index corresponds to a point further to the right.   

6.2.1 Scatterplot Features 

Similar to the traditional scatterplot representation—particularly effective for initial 

exploration of data with two variables—the primary dimensions of the cost index and 

percent complete are located on the vertical and horizontal axes.  Rather than show the 

project cost index and completeness as a single point, all values for the pay item level are 

displayed (see Figure 94).   

Summary cost indices and percent complete values are calculated for each pay item using 

formulas in 5.3.  Each pay item is then plotted on the Cost Index versus Percent Complete 

scatterplot.  Pay items that are fully complete and have used all budgeted money find 

representation at 1,1 on the graphic; the pay item is 100% complete and has used 100% 

of its budget.  Pay items to the left or below 1,1 are respectively incomplete and under 

budget.  Those to the right and above of 1,1 are quantity overrun and over budget.  
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Lines are added to show the horizontal and vertical locations of 1,1 making it simpler to 

determine the cost and completion status of each item. 

Displaying all values for the pay item level increases the data density and gives a 

micro/macro picture of the project.  Viewers can mentally average the horizontal position 

of each point to determine approximately how complete the project is (macro).  

Individual pay items reveal the completion status of one component of work (micro).  

Similar evaluation can be performed on the cost (vertical) axis for a cost overview or 

detailed view. 

The additional dimensions of budget size and percent of budget spent are included.  

Budget size finds representation as the relative size of the point; larger budgeted items 

correspond to larger points.  The percent of budget spent is encoded with a two-color bar.  

Shading from yellow to blue reflects an increasing percent of the budget spent.  These 

enhancements (using Cleveland’s perceptual tasks of area and color) draw attention to 

higher budget and ahead of budget items.  (The addition of a color bar on the horizontal 

axis could show where each item should be in terms of budgeted spending and thereby 

allow for quicker assessment of ahead of budget items.  This feature is not currently 

available in Spotfire). 
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Figure 94: Scatterplot representation of the pay items of monthly cost report, created in (Spotfire 
2002) 

 

From the above graphic, it appears that most pay items are at or below budget.  Those 

with high cost indices (over-budget values are above the horizontal line) are mostly 

characterized by a low percent complete.  Thus, the high cost index could be attributed to 

high start up costs at the beginning of each pay item.  Additionally, the larger budget 

items (the large boxes) are close to their budgeted value.   

Only a few items are quantity overrun.  For pay items that are overrun (values beyond the 

vertical line, indicating the location of one) are smaller budget items and are at or below 

budget. 
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6.2.2 Scatterplot Performance 

In showing data for all cost codes, the scatterplot achieves a high data/ink ratio.  

Micro/macro readings are possible, not only by allowing for mental aggregation of 

certain subsets of the data, but in showing various levels of the hierarchy together.  The 

scatterplot layout makes effective use of Cleveland’s rules by linking the most important 

dimensions—those of cost and percent complete—with the two orthogonal axes.  Use of 

an index with respect to cost enhances the speed at which comparative queries can be 

made within the scatterplot layout.  Lesser but still important dimensions are linked to 

other visual attributes like area (budget), color (work area or percent spent) and shape 

(hierarchy level).   

Discussion of several strategies based on the scatterplot shows how a single layout can be 

used to answer several different questions.  Visual layout need not change to answer each 

question; additional dimensions or the manner in which dimensions are represented can 

change.  The scatterplot therefore achieves efficiency by answering a variety of questions 

while maintaining visual layout. 

Multidimensional software packages like Spotfire additionally allow for powerful 

dynamic queries that can rapidly filter data related to unwanted categories.  Database 

level details for specific points or subsets of points are displayed with a mouse click.  

Thus for both static and dynamic representation the scatterplot appears good. 
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6.3 HISTOGRAMS: MULTIDIMENSIONAL / INNOVATIVE 

Parallel histograms employed to graphically display multidimensional data are introduced 

in 2.5.2.  Particularly powerful with dynamic interaction, parallel histograms allow for 

visual exploration of the relationship of one or more dimensions variable on all others. 

6.3.1 Histogram Features 

Unlike the scatterplot, each dimension of the cost information is given equal visual 

weight when using linked histograms.  The numerical quantity corresponding to each 

dimension of all entries are proportional to the length of the histogram for that entry.  

Figure 95 shows five dimensions for each pay item (row).  The cost index, percent 

complete, description, budget, and dollars spent are represented with each of the five 

vertical histograms.  Again, the location of 1 for the dimensions of Cost Index and 

Percent Complete is added to enable faster comparison of pay items.  Items over budget 

or quantity overrun have histogram heights extending beyond the line denoting 1.   
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Figure 95: Histogram representation of the pay item level of monthly cost report created in (Eureka 
2002) 

 

The power of dynamic sorting on one column to explore visual patterns among others is 

lost in the static representation.  With dynamic interaction, interesting histogram bars 

offer themselves to rapid, database level queries; as the graphic created by Eureka’s 

Tablelens contains the database details just beneath the histogram bar.   

6.3.2 Histogram Performance 

To a greater degree than the scatterplot, parallel histograms have a high data/ink ratio.  

Dynamic interaction provides excellent filtering and sorting features.  However, parallel 

histograms use the same perceptual task—that of length—to display all dimensions.  

Thus, critical dimensions can only be highlighted by placement on the horizontal (placing 
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the most critical dimension horizontally first).   

Static display of a strategy that relies heavily on dynamic interaction imposes a limit on 

performance.  Questions of one dimension are simple to answer, but the lack of real-time 

interaction proves queries of two or more dimensions difficult. 

6.4 TREE: HIERARCHICAL / TRADITIONAL 

Kapoor proposes using a tree layout as a means of accentuating the hierarchical 

characteristic of the cost report (Kapoor 1996).  Unlike the broad, accounting-based tree 

structure found in the monthly cost report, he uses the deeper, work breakdown structure 

as the frame of his tree.    

6.4.1 Tree Features 

For displaying the hierarchical structure of work, the tree is a useful method.  Dimensions 

find representation on nodes and branches.  In Kapoor’s scheme the cost index is 

displayed on each node using a red-green color scale while the width of each link is 

proportional to the size of the budget of each underlying node (Figure 96).      

 

Figure 96: Tree cost report, adapted from (Kapoor 1996), page 93 
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An additional dimension, the temporal or percent complete, could be added to this 

diagram.  Shading of the bar at each node depicts progression of the cost index or percent 

complete over time.  A benefit of the tree design is that it allows for labeling of each pay 

item.  Figure 97 thus displays four dimensions—budget size, description, the cost index 

and the percent complete—in addition to the hierarchy for all pay items of the cost report. 

 

Figure 97: Tree representation of the pay item level of monthly cost report 
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6.4.2 Tree Performance 

The tree layout appears to work best in the context of a deep, narrow tree rather than a 

broad one.  While it provides good insight into the hierarchical structure the strategy does 

not maximize space or data density.  The chart is additionally dependent on graphics of 

substantially different layouts for full treatment of the cost information related to a given 

project.  Dimensions are not as intuitively displayed as in the scatterplot because they 

employ perceptual tasks of lower ranking.   

6.5 TREEMAP: HIERARCHICAL / INNOVATIVE 

As noted in the literature review, the treemap is another useful method for representing 

hierarchical data.  This strategy allows for a more intuitive representation of both the 

hierarchy and budget size than does the tree. 

6.5.1 Treemap Features 

Treemap’s visual structure allows for a number of dimensions to be displayed in an 

efficient manner.  The most prominent feature is area; large branches in the hierarchy are 

given large areas.  Because the cost report is hierarchically aggregated around the 

budgeted dollar (the cost code’s budget sums to the corresponding pay item’s budget) 

displaying the budget size with the perceptual of area is intuitive.  Similar to Kapoor, a 

color scale is selected to show the cost index information.   

The percent complete of each pay item is displayed by the degree of shading for each 

rectangle.  Thus, pay items with an aggregated completeness of 50 percent are shaded 
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50 percent.  (A threshold level of 20 percent shading is selected to show enough cost data 

for each pay item).  For quantity overrun items—those past the budgeted quantity—

shading with the color black begins from the center of the rectangle out.  Dark shading 

provides a powerful indicator for all quantity overrun items (see Figure 98, second from 

the top right).   

Interaction between color and shading emphasizes reasons for the color scale selected.  

Colors need to be distinct enough to minimize interaction with shading so as to not cause 

confusion between the cost index and percent complete.  Though a continuous scale of 

two colors is usually better, distinction between colors necessitated using a color scheme 

similar to that used to show precipitation intensity by radar (see Figure 98).   

 

Figure 98: Treemap representation of the pay item level of monthly cost report 

 

Visual inclusion rather than branching allows for the display of multiple hierarchical 

levels; levels deeper in the hierarchy are included within the area assigned to higher 
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levels (see Figure 98, upper left corner).  Hierarchical levels may be turned on and off to 

allow for efficient observation within the same layout strategy.  Data pertinent to specific 

work areas are similarly filtered.  The treemap thus provides details of problem areas 

within the context of the higher levels (see Figure 99 for two levels of detail).    

    

Figure 99: Treemap representation of the Pay Item and Cost Code levels of detail  

 

For determining causes of cost or quantity problems, small multiple treemaps can be 

used.  Dimensions other than cost and quantity can be associated with color and shading 

to explore relationships between cost or quantity overruns.  Shading with respect to 

unanswered RFIs or procurement delays in one diagram could reveal reasons why the 

schedule or cost index is a particular shade in another diagram.  The temporal history of 

the cost or schedule index using color more purposely introduces the temporal nature of 

the data.  Thus, the treemap layout lends itself to reuse when exploring the impact of 

processes on cost or scheduling problems.  For any strategy:   

Graphing data needs to be iterative because we often do not know what to 

expect of the data; a graph can help discover unknown aspects of the data, 

and once the unknown is known, we frequently find ourselves formulating 

new questions about the data. (Spence 2001, 15 italics added). 
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6.5.2 Treemap Performance 

The layout described directly answers the most pertinent user questions.  A colored cost 

index and shading provide comparative answers to cost issues for currently active work 

items.  (In an integrated system, a query of in progress activities would produce a similar 

layout).  The eye is quickly drawn to burgundy outlined rectangles—those work items 

currently overrun and largely incomplete; pay items for which intervention is possible.  

Likewise, the relative size of problems and presence of overruns are efficiently displayed 

on the initial overview graphic.   

The treemap, when fully populated with all levels of detail in the hierarchy, encourages 

micro/macro reading and has a high data/ink ratio.  Visual structure is similar for all but 

the database level of the cost report, increasing the overall efficiency of information 

displayed in this manner.   

6.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter described four layout strategies for a monthly cost report, two based on the 

multi-dimensional nature of the cost report and two based on the hierarchy.  The 

dimensions of budget size, pay item description, cost index, quantity and budget spent are 

displayed in various ways on each graphic.  Evaluation by individuals other than the 

researcher can confirm performance perceptions included with each strategy above.   
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7.0 INFORMAL USER SURVEY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Chapter 5 detailed the dimensions and characteristics of a monthly cost report with 

respect to tasks of the primary users: accountants and project managers.  Four layout 

strategies corresponding to different characteristics of the cost report were described in 

Chapter 6.  The current chapter reveals opinions of the visual cost reports by describing 

feedback from several industry professionals.  Results of an informal user survey provide 

support for conclusions and recommendations for the entire project.  Suggestions for 

future work initiated by and related to this research are additionally detailed. 

7.1 METHOD OF USER TESTING 

The method used to evaluate the effectiveness of graphics proposed by Chapter 6 follows 

a process similar to software user testing formalized by Clayton, Fischer and Kunz 

(Clayton 1998).  The Charrette test method they describe empirically compares 

innovative engineering processes with conventional ones.  Innovative processes typically 

employ proposed software prototypes that enhance speed or accuracy of conventional 

methods.  For example, Clayton et al use a Charrette trial to test the effectiveness of a 

computer-aided energy estimating suite as compared with the conventional hand 

estimates.  Applying this strategy, the proposed grahpics are treated as innovative 

methods for understanding the cost report.  The fully textual cost report is considered the 

conventional process of reviewing costs.   
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Within the context of their CAD prototype, Clayton et al define the following terms: 

 Subjects: The two or more processes being considered. 

Tasks: Set of operations that must be performed. 

 Participants: People who perform tasks. 

Processes: The two or more ways of performing a task; typically one that 

is conventional and an innovative, computer based one (Clayton 1998). 

The definitions are modified slightly for application to the current research: 

Subjects: Five processes being considered; the original tabular data and 

four graphical representations. 

Tasks: User questions that must be answered directly following 

requirements detailed in 5.2. 

 Participants: People who perform tasks. 

Processes: The two or more ways of performing a task.  Here the five 

ways of performing each task follow the five subjects described above. 

Results of the informal trials add value to conclusions drawn when the researcher is the 

sole determinant of the effectiveness of proposed graphics.  Clayton et al’s experiments 

test the effectiveness of each subject in terms of accuracy and speed.  Graphics in this 

research are instead tested for accuracy and user opinion.  Users are asked to accurately 

evaluate six questions for the four graphics and then provide a 1-10 response as to the 

ease at which a graphic provides those answers.   
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Testing for accuracy provides an objective result of each graphic’s effectiveness.  The 1-

10 opinion rating is more subjective, but helps assess individual responses to each 

graphical layout.  While feedback is empirical,  

…the coarseness of a comparison between a formalized conventional 

process and research prototype (means that) analysis need not involve 

complicated statistical methods.  Average times are simple to calculate 

and useful.  Deviation from a “correct” result may be calculable, (and) 

may be the degree of variation in results.  The researcher must be watchful 

for unanticipated patterns.  The analysis should provide evidence to 

support conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the innovative 

process…(Clayton 1998). 

Accurate answers for each graphic are calculated as deviations from a correct response.  

The questions soliciting response are detailed below.  Correct answers for each question, 

per each graphic are identified in Appendix B.   

7.2 TEST DESCRIPTION 

A series of six questions similar to ones that would be asked of field and office personnel 

test each graphic for accuracy.  The questions arise from user tasks found in 5.2.  

Participants receive the traditional tabular cost report and four graphics upon agreeing to 

take the test (see Appendix B for table and graphics).  Each question solicits an accurate 

response based on assessment of a graphic or the table.  After responding to each 

question, participants are asked to estimate the ease at which the graphic helps answer the 
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question on a scale from 1 to 10; one being most difficult, ten being least.   

7.2.1 Test Questions 

Three topical groupings of two questions each test the graphics with respect to cost, 

quantity and integrated cost-quantity.  Questions two and three relate primarily to cost; 

questions four and five to quantity; and the first and final questions to integrated cost-

quantity.   The six questions are given to participants in the following order (general 

answers to some questions are provided here for clarity). 

1. Integrated Cost-Quantity: At this point in time, which five Pay Items are the 

most cost overrun with respect to where spending should be? 

Answer: Pay items with the highest Cost Index 

2. Cost: As a whole is this project: far over, over, at, under or far under budget? 

(far over being more than 1.5*budget, over being between 1.5* and 

1.1*budget, at being between 1.1* and 0.9*budget, etc).  

Answer: Over budget 

3. Cost: Which five Pay Items have the largest budget? 

4. Quantity: How many Pay Items have quantity overruns? 

Answer: 10 

5. Quantity: Which Pay Items are nearest to completion (assuming no quantity 

overruns)? 

6. Integrated Cost-Quantity: To which cost critical Pay Items should attention 
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be given due to a large percentage of work remaining?  

Answer: Pay items whose current Cost Index, if continues though the life of 

the item, will cause the largest cost overrun. 

Note: It is only coincidental that four of the five Pay items meeting the 

description for question six also answer question one.  Small budget items 

with high cost indices (not existent in the current project) can answer question 

one and not six.  Similarly, large budget items with slightly high cost indices 

can outweigh smaller, high CI items and answer question six but not one (as 

in the case of one pay item here). 

Actual users of the cost report ask questions similar to one and six (see user requirements 

in 5.2).  Middle questions help determine the ease at which each graphic accurately 

provides responses to questions of a single dimension; cost or quantity. 

Questions one, three, five and six can be answered directly on each graphic (Graphics 

used in the trial do not contain labels of specific companies to allow for direct answering 

with no correlation between graphics).  Participants number pay items that answer each 

question as x.y (x = question number, y = answer 1 through 5.  Thus, the five pay items 

with the largest budget are answered 3.1, 3.2, … , 3.5 on each graphic.)  Placing answers 

directly on each graphics provides the participant a method of identifying critical pay 

items (as would be done on a computer) and gives the researcher a way to evaluate and 

record results. 

Answers to questions two and four as well as the intuitive assessment for each graphic 

are answered on a scorecard also given to participants (see Figure 100).  After completing 
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the questions, participants are invited to qualitatively discuss any graphic or question they 

fell compelled to.  The scorecard and graphics with recorded answers are collected at the 

end of the trial and, along with any qualitative feedback, provide preliminary assessments 

of the graphics. 

 
Figure 100: Table provided for user testing 

7.2.2 Test Participants 

Clayton et al recommend calibration trials to determine whether procedures are clear and 

complete.  Two PhD students helped refine questions and procedures.  The number and 

occupation of test participants also adhered to Clayton et al’s method: 

Although a large number of participants is always desirable, as few as four 

participants can provide useful information to the researcher.  Ideally the 

participants should be from the targeted population for commercialized 

software….  A within subjects approach is recommended to allow a 

smaller number of participants (Clayton 1998, 255). 

Multiple iterations and the continuous improvement necessary for visual prototypes mean 

that large numbers of participants are unnecessary.  Thus, seven industry professionals 
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comprise the participants whose results are discussed below.  Participants answer 

questions on all graphics and the data table as the within subjects approach dictates.  One-

to-one testing between the researcher and participant takes approximately 90 minutes.  In 

a larger group, testing takes slightly longer as a larger number of questions usually needs 

to be answered. 

7.3 RESULTS 

Significant results from the user study are detailed in this section.  A description of how 

the results are calibrated along with averages and discussion per each graphic are 

contained in Appendix A. 

The following table (Figure 101) shows average values from the seven participants.  

Results are tabulated for questions one through six per the textual cost report and each of 

the four graphics (the scatterplot, histograms, tree and treemap).  The graphics are rated 

for accuracy—the ability to which they provide correct responses to the questions—on a 

scale from zero to five.  The opinion assessment is scored from one to ten. 

 

Figure 101: Quantitative results from informal user testing (graphs follow) 
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7.3.1 Test Results: Accuracy and Opinion Scores 

In general, all graphics provided accurate responses to most, if not all questions.  As a 

general observation, the graphics offer answers more readily than did the tabular cost 

report.  An additional dimension of effectiveness—speed as tested by Clayton et al—was 

not formalized in this project.   

Significant deviations in accuracy occurred only a few times.  The traditional textual 

report had low accuracy scores for questions one and six; the questions that focused on 

integrated cost/quantity responses.  Lower scores for these questions arose from the lack 

of providing the cost index value on the spreadsheet (current reports lack this 
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comparative measure).  The mental work of calculating and ranking all pay items in order 

of where the budget indicates they should be proved to be a difficult task. 

The histogram also scores lower than normal for question six (To which cost critical Pay 

Items should attention be given due to a large percentage of work remaining?).  Without 

the interactive features common to this dynamic tool, participants found it difficult to 

relate a high cost index histogram bar with a low percent complete bar. 

Finally, the treemap scored with a low accuracy for question five (Which Pay Items are 

nearest to completion—assuming no quantity overruns?).  Interaction between color and 

shading, particularly with smaller cost items, makes it difficult to assess which pay items 

are nearing completion.    

Opinion ratings proved more variable than accuracy scores.  The traditional report, 

scatterplot and histograms had a low rating for one question each.  The tree had the 

lowest average opinion while the treemap has the highest variation in opinion scores; 

possibly due to its unconventional format.   

Results discussed above proved to be the most significant in the testing.  As stated, full 

results from the tests for accuracy and opinion rating can be found in Appendix A 

7.3.2 Qualitative Test Results 

Participants were invited to discuss the testing or graphical representations upon 

completing the questions detailed above.  During such conversation two interesting 
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physical phenomena, highlighted by the treemap but unknown to the researcher, 

presented themselves.   

7.3.2.1 Level of Detail: Mass Earthwork 

The pay item Mass Earthwork is comprised of twelve cost codes.  In the treemap, cost 

codes are displayed proportionally by budget size within the area assigned to their pay 

item.  Details at the cost code level (one level deeper than the pay items) include the work 

area (here E or L for Equipment or Labor) and cost code description (ADT 3-6000 FT 

corresponds to Articulated Dump Truck for excavation stations 3000 ft to 6000 ft (see 

Figure 102).  

 

 

Figure 102: Cost Code Level Hierarchy for Mass Earthwork 

 

Figure 102 reveals that all Earth cost codes all have a Cost Index greater than 1.  

Additionally, all Rock cost codes enjoy Cost Indices at or below 1 with the exception of 
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“Rock, ADT 0-3000 FT, Labor”.  In terms of percent complete, all Earth codes are less 

than 100% complete while all Rock codes have some degree of overrun. 

Visual indicators thus show the presence of a cost overrun with the earth-moving 

operations and quantity overrun with rock moving.  It appears that rock quantity overruns 

indicate future earth quantity overruns.  Instead, test participants with knowledge of the 

job hypothesize that incorrect estimates were made about the original quantity of rock 

and earth.  The amount of material to move was approximately correct in total, but actual 

site conditions contained proportionally more rock and less earth than estimated.  

Therefore, all earth quantities are under-run while rock quantities are overrun.   

The physical situation revealed by the treemap underscores the opportunity to use the 

visual strategy as a small multiple (see section 6.5).  Were the scheduling data available 

for these cost codes, another treemap could be constructed and visually queried to 

determine the schedule completeness of these work packages.  If all cost codes are 

complete the above hypothesis would be verified. 

7.3.2.2 Drill and Blast vs Kesco 

The project’s accountant highlighted another physical artifact displayed by the treemap.  

Though most of the earthwork is complete (see Mass Earthwork’s rectangle), only a 

small portion of the Drill and Blast pay item has been performed (see Figure 103).  

Nearly complete earthwork combined with little drilling and blasting signals some type of 

accounting problem.  Initial methods for the project dictated that blasting be self-
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performed.  As the project progressed, blasting costs escalated and the task was 

eventually subcontracted out to Kesco (possibly on account of the large amount of rock 

discovered—see discussion above).  Observation of the treemap shows that the size of the 

initial budgets for ‘Drill and Blast’ and ‘Kesco’ are similar.  Thus, the treemap provides a 

good visual explanation to other participants for certain budgeting situations. 

 

Figure 103: Treemap of the entire project.  Drill and Blast and Kesco are 

approximately in the center of the diagram. 

 

7.4 FUTURE WORK 

This section details a number of suggestions for future work, stemming from both the 

issues raised throughout this research and experience gained from application of the 

framework in Chapters 5 through 7.   
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7.4.1 Further Application of the Framework 

The framework detailed in Chapter 4 was created in such a way to make it generally 

applicable to any set of information.  Individual projects can study the visual 

representation of other processes, either those processes included in Chapter 3 or newly 

proposed ones.  Research specific to visually integrated project controls—studying 

graphical representation from either the enhanced CPM or 4D CAD perspective—would 

add value to preliminary conclusions drawn in 3.4. 

The current scope allowed for examination of intermediate, single-process graphics; 

visual explanations for budgets, production and submittals.  Additionally, an overview 

strategy for the construction process vis-a-vi the 4D model or the CPM barchart was 

briefly discussed.  Further research into intermediate levels of detail, the third dimension 

of the framework, is needed.  Intermediate levels of detail show relationships between 

certain processes.  A study of these relationships can reveal the most critical information 

to display in order to enhance understanding of the entire construction process.    

7.4.2 Further Study of the Budgeting Problem 

The framework described in Chapter 4 is iterative; numerous analyses and user 

evaluations are needed before a graphic like the one used to display the cost report is 

complete.  Evaluations discussed in Chapter 7 highlight opportunities for further research 

into the cost report.   

All graphics must contain the same data as the spreadsheet.  Graphics proposed herein 
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should be updated to include all relevant data.  Specifically, the tree graphic needs to 

display percent complete data for full conclusions about its effectiveness to be drawn.   

Interactive or computer based systems rather than static, paper based displays would 

enhance the testing of graphics.  Realtime queries and dynamic filtering techniques could 

be exploited rather than inferred.  Data analysis of accuracy and speed measurements 

would be simplified with computer-based graphics.    

Other measures of a graphic’s effectiveness should be formalized.  While accuracy 

should remain fundamental to analysis, testing in terms of speed may provide information 

to support conclusions that certain graphics are superior to others.  Testing solely for 

accuracy (as was done here) did not provide enough differentiation for support such a 

conclusion.  Computer based testing specifically benefits timed results; timing with a 

stopwatch for trails with multiple participants is difficult and cumbersome.   

7.5 CONCLUSIONS   

The conclusions drawn here not only stem from the evaluation trials, but also from 

literature and conversations with industry professionals throughout this project.  The 

following recommendations are both general to the research topic and specific to the cost 

report studied in the later half of this paper. 
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7.5.1 Recommendations for the Cost Report 

Several changes would enhance application of the monthly cost report.  Honest and 

complete data entry is essential for honest and effective data graphics.  Cost items using 

most of their budget dollar amounts but displaying zero percent complete (due to 

incomplete data entry) leads to wrong assumptions about work performed.   

Inclusion of the Cost Index value (as described in 5.3) would allow for quicker 

comparison of the unit costs.  Using work packages in both the scheduling and budgeting 

processes additionally allows for much simpler visual integration of construction data 

(see 3.5).  The RFI, production and resource processes could also be linked to such work 

packages and help achieve the goal of integrated project controls. 

7.5.2 General Graphical Recommendations 

The informal user testing shows that all graphics share similar accuracy but high ranges 

in individual’s opinion.  This suggests that multiple representations should be used when 

exploring a large set of numbers; different people understand different graphical layouts 

differently.  The conclusion need not be accepted indiscriminately; multiple 

representations for secondary processes—the RFI process for example—are probably not 

needed.  For the most complex process, scheduling, there currently exists two entirely 

different strategies, finding basis in physical (4D CAD) and abstract forms (CPM).  Thus, 

as the complexity of a process increases, so should the number and nature graphics 

displaying such information.  This conclusion agrees with Koo and Fischer’s deduction 
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that “network schedules…should be shown together with the 4D model to make 

comprehension of the project sequence easier” (Koo 2000, 259).   

Qualitative feedback particularly related to the Treemap (see 7.3.2) highlights how data 

graphics lend themselves to interesting discussion, revealing characteristics of 

information that other graphics do not.  Though multiple representations of data are 

beneficial, they must be fashioned with numerous considerations in mind.  It was the 

purpose of the framework to highlight the most pertinent topic with respect to 

construction graphics—that of the data type—while additionally detailing others (notably 

editing, communicating and filtering).  

7.5.3 Conclusion 

The framework at the focus of this research described a method for creating data graphics 

based on analysis of different types of information; dimensional, temporal, hierarchical or 

network.  This structure was thoroughly grounded in a general literature review of data 

graphics as well as a supported (and necessitated) by a specific survey of construction 

graphics.   Evaluation of a monthly cost report tested the strength of the framework and 

provided opportunity to advance preliminary conclusions.  The visual cost report 

additionally presents an example for other processes (RFIs, submittals, etc) to be more 

fully studied from a visual standpoint.  User response to the cost reporting graphics 

confirms that the current budgeting solutions lack dimensions and exclude pertinent 

data—strengthening the initial hypothesis of the need for enhanced data graphics. 
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APPENDIX A:  EXPANDED RESULTS FROM THE USER STUDY 

This Appendix contains a more detailed explanation of the calibration and results for the 

quantitative portion of the user survey (See Chapter 7).  As a reminder, the six questions 

used in the tests are as follows: 

1. Integrated Cost-Quantity: At this point in time, which five Pay Items are the 

most cost overrun with respect to where spending should be? 

Answer: Pay items with the highest Cost Index 

2. Cost: As a whole is this project: far over, over, at, under or far under budget? 

(far over being more than 1.5*budget, over being between 1.5* and 

1.1*budget, at being between 1.1* and 0.9*budget, etc).  

Answer: Over budget 

3. Cost: Which five Pay Items have the largest budget? 

4. Quantity: How many Pay Items have quantity overruns? 

Answer: 10 

5. Quantity: Which Pay Items are nearest to completion (assuming no quantity 

overruns)? 

6. Integrated Cost-Quantity: To which cost critical Pay Items should attention 

be given due to a large percentage of work remaining?  

Answer: Pay items whose current Cost Index, if continues though the life of 

the item, will cause the largest cost overrun. 
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A.1 Calibration 

Accuracy ratings fall on a scale from zero to five; zero being the least accurate, five being 

the most.  The subject (i.e. graphic or textual cost report) is given a score of five if the 

participant using a graphic identifies all five pay items correctly.  Thus, accuracy is 

defined as the number of correct responses for each question.  Questions one, three, five 

and six can be answered in this manner.  

Accuracy is defined differently for questions two and four, requiring calibration to the 

zero-to-five scale set by the other four tasks.  The correct response to question two is 

Over Budget.  For the five possible responses—far under, under, at, over, far over—

values of one through five are assigned respectively, making four the accurate response.  

An answer of four (Over Budget) earns an accuracy rating of five (equal to a graphic that 

correctly provides the five solutions to a given question).  Deviation from four earns a 

lower accuracy rating (see Figure 104).   

Question four is similarly calibrated to the zero-to-five scale to provide comparative 

assessment of each question.  Ten pay items have quantity overruns.  Where the response 

varies from ten, a lower accuracy rating is given.    

Finally, after answering each question, a one to 10 response is requested for the ease at 

which the graphic helped answer the question.  This serves as a general opinion of the 
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layout/style/appearance of each graphic. 

Clayton’s suggestion that “average times are simple to calculate and useful” for analysis 

directed creation of Figure 104 showing average results for all questions in terms of 

accuracy and the opinion (each plot contains 27 numbers = 6 questions * 5 

representations - 3 questions the tree representation cannot answer).  The average values 

for accuracy indicate how each graphic performs in general when asked each question.  

Similarly, the opinion ratings help the researchers assess other individual’s impressions 

of the graphic.  Subsequent discussion focuses on deviation from normal results and 

highlights possible reasons for such deviation. 

 

Figure 104: Quantitative results from informal user testing 
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A.2 Spreadsheet 

 

Figure 105: Spreadsheet results 
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Accuracy: The spreadsheet yields accurate answers for the simplest questions, those 

dealing with either the cost or quantity (see Figure 105).  Low accuracy scores show that 

questions one and six, dealing with integrated cost-quantity, are more difficult to answer.  

The challenge of mentally calculating cost indices for each pay item and comparing these 

indices across the entire dataset accounts for low scores.   

Note: Several participants answered question one on the spreadsheet by selecting one or 

more of the first ten pay items, creating the only unanticipated problem with the 

Charrettes.  These pay items are not included on the graphics because the percent 

complete is zero (creating infinite CI problem.  Reasons for 0% complete are discussed in 

Chapter 5.3, though they essentially stem from incomplete data entry).  If the high CI due 

to zero percent complete reasoning was followed fully, all five answers would have come 

from the first ten pay items.  Interestingly, no participant subscribes fully to the infinite 

cost index artifact, indicating that though the problem exists, the original budgeting 

spreadsheet still has difficulty in answering question one. 

Opinion:  The spreadsheet earns high opinion ratings for all but question one.  Difficulty 

of mentally computing a cost index probably accounts for the low score.  Question six 

ranks higher than one because the mental calculation has already been performed.  . 
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A.3 Scatterplot 

 

   

Figure 106: Scatterplot results 
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Accuracy:  The scatterplot yields the highest average accuracy across the spectrum of 

questions, possibly owing to familiarity with the two-dimensional format having the 

temporal dimension on the horizontal and a cost related dimension on the vertical (see    

Figure 106). 

Opinion:  For all but question three, the scatterplot enjoys high opinion rankings as well.  

A lower score for question three results from occlusion and/or the relative size of pay 

items.  The two largest pay items, Mass Earthwork and APAC, are easily identifiable due 

to their large boxes (see graphics in Appendix B).  However, relative sizes of smaller 

boxes are not distinct enough to identify differences.  Occlusion of some points also 

makes it difficult to determine larger boxes.  Though the problems of size and occlusion 

decrease the scatterplot’s intuition scores, accuracy for question three remains high.   
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A.4 Histograms 

 
Figure 107: Histogram results 
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Accuracy: Histograms produce very accurate results for all but question six (see Figure 

107).  Visually relating a high cost index to a low percent complete across the graphic is 

difficult, particularly without interactive features the linked histograms rely on.  The 

influence explorer, discussed in 2.5.2 would be particularly helpful for determining 

relationships between the two variables. 

Opinion: Parallel histograms generate high opinion ratings scores for all but question 

two.  Similar to the spreadsheet, mental aggregation of all cost indices makes the graphics 

less intuitive for this question. 
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A.5 Tree 

 
Figure 108: Tree results 
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Accuracy:  Lack of representation for the percent complete dimension on the tree layout 

did not permit the graphic to answer the last three questions (see Figure 108).  For the 

questions the tree is able to answer, it provides accurate responses.  However, a wider 

range of line thickness (the visual indicator of budget size) would probably have 

increased the accuracy of question three. 

Opinion:  The tree suffers from the lowest average opinion ratings of all graphics.  This 

may be due to the number of nodes on the hierarchy as compared with the graphic 

Kapoor proposes.  Kapoor’s tree—used to represent cost data based on the work 

breakdown structure—displays a deeper, narrower tree.  Too many nodes at the pay item 

level of the cost report dataset may overwhelm the user thereby lowering opinion of its 

layout. 
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A.6 Treemap 

 
Figure 109: Treemap results 
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Accuracy:  The treemap has similar accuracy to other representations for all but question 

five (see Figure 109).  Interaction between color and shading, particularly with smaller 

cost items makes it difficult to assess which pay items are nearing completion.  

Interestingly, more people select the pay item ‘Traffic Control’ as an answer to question 

six than all other representations combined.  While most graphics visually emphasize 

items with a high cost index, the treemap shows large budget, slightly overrun objects.  

For the current cost report only one pay item stands out and is different from question one 

(see 7.2.1, question 6).   

Opinion:  The treemap does not enjoy high opinion ratings; average scores are lower than 

all but the tree.  The treemap’s unconventional format as compared with a spreadsheet, 

scatterplot or histogram earns low intuition ratings despite high accuracy. 

 

Significant findings and preliminary conclusions from these results are detailed in 

Chapter 7.  It was the purpose of this Appendix to visually display all results per each 

graphic.  The next Appendix contains the four graphics described in Chapter 5.  

Additionally, details showing the correct response for each question on each graphic are 

provided. 
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APPENDIX B:  GRAPHICS AND ANSWERS FROM THE USER STUDY 

 

The following Appendix contains graphics and answers used for the information user 

study (Chapter 7).  The first pages contain the spreadsheet data as given to participants in 

the trials.  Additionally, answers corresponding to pay items in the spreadsheet are 

shown.  The four graphics provided to participants follow tabular data as well as the four 

graphics with answers used to evaluate participant answers. 
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Data Provided for Charrettes 

 Pay Item Description  Initial Actual WP/WS 

  Cost Code Description Pay Item Budget Spending % Comp 

 Temp Sed Basin  108000 Total                  250                     78  0.0% 

 Bonds/Taxes/Lisc/Ins 1010000 Total             68,851              45,035  0.0% 

 Project Management 1010100 Total            508,796            427,762  0.0% 

 Off Trailer/Supplies 1010200 Total             18,411              21,099  0.0% 

 Utilities 1010300 Total             38,433              37,482  0.0% 

 Living Expenses 1010400 Total            166,300            234,582  0.0% 

 Unabsorbed Items 1010500 Total            251,317            355,410  0.0% 

 Miscellaneous OH Exp 1010600 Total            113,344             42,033  0.0% 

 Highwy Support Equip 1010700 Total            263,066            278,013  0.0% 

 Bridge Support Equip 1010800 Total             91,115             155,152  0.0% 

 Misc VDOT 1010900 Total             50,089                9,017  4.7% 

 Drill and Blast 1020100 Total            552,207             76,214  0.0% 

 Mass Earthwork 1020200 Total         3,113,913         2,301,788  81.7% 

 Misc Grading 1020300 Total            391,771            317,813  27.2% 

 Misc Earthwork 1020600 Total             95,162             106,636  19.0% 

 Base & Paving 1030000 Total            322,811             73,037  11.4% 

 Storm Drainage 1040000 Total            361,068            331,326  71.6% 

 Resteel Support 1050100 Total             79,007              55,797  31.4% 

 Resteel - support 1050101 Total                     1                     -    1.6% 

 SIP Support 1050102 Total                     1                     -    0.0% 

 Structure B-608 1050608 Total            129,475            128,927  107.9% 

 Structure B-609 1050609 Total             91,124             101,028  135.1% 

 Structure B-610 1050610 Total             99,552              18,311  17.9% 

 Structure B-611 1050611 Total            231,166            186,714  79.4% 

 Box Culverts  1070000 Total             36,722              41,159  158.5% 
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 Traffic Control 1090000 Total            467,746            200,254  31.1% 

 Raodside Development 1150000 Total             15,152                   117  0.0% 

 Skyline Steel Corp. 8001201 Total             81,754              82,857  101.3% 

 Hanson 8001242 Total            858,253            722,657  85.9% 

 Vulcan 8001292 Total            957,513            682,036  71.2% 

 Contech 8001318 Total               8,590                4,727  55.8% 

 Marshall Concrete 8001545 Total            194,854             94,342  49.9% 

 ACF Environmental 8001670 Total             12,722                6,283  45.3% 

 VA Const Supply 8002376 Total             68,149              72,576  105.8% 

 Bayshore Concrete 8003723 Total            512,565            429,618  83.8% 

 Topikal 8003815 Total             33,301              33,297  100.0% 

 Ameristeel Corp 8004673 Total            117,109            100,481  85.7% 

 Southern Blasting 8006690 Total            170,906                    -    0.0% 

 Phillips & Jordan 9000012 Total            180,000            171,000  90.0% 

 L.S Lee, Inc 9000029 Total            341,631               4,365  1.3% 

 Seaview Const 9000068 Total            150,400                    -    0.0% 

 Bedford Well Drill 9000075 Total             34,634              63,142  182.3% 

 Lipscomb Conc Cuttin 9000079 Total               6,288                     -    0.0% 

 Hico 9000080 Total               6,769                7,354  108.6% 

 S. Ferguson 9000082 Total            282,000            309,465  109.7% 

 Watts Barrier Walls 9000096 Total             45,861                     -    0.0% 

 APAC 9000102 Total         2,916,309            739,028  25.3% 

 Bernard Huff 9000106 Total            285,209             47,807  16.8% 

 Marks & Assoc., LTD 9000109 Total                    -                     213  0.0% 

 Rich-Lite, Inc. 9000145 Total             23,513                7,341  31.2% 

 Avett's Prec Welding 9000167 Total             20,728              17,623  85.0% 

 Selco Seeding 9000173 Total            131,110            123,615  94.3% 

 A-Annandale 9000196 Total             56,773                     -    0.0% 

 RSG Landscaping 9000248 Total            307,136            220,319  71.7% 

 B&B Welding 9000327 Total               1,525                3,013  197.5% 
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 Frank M Johnsom Trck 9000341 Total               8,000              24,670  308.4% 

 Goble Rausche 9000392 Total               4,515                3,235  71.7% 

 Oxendine Rebar 9000424 Total             58,219              18,864  32.4% 

 Warrco, Inc 9000425 Total            137,870            118,280  85.8% 

 L.A.W. Enterprises 9000426 Total            118,900             28,279  23.8% 

 Kesco 9000430 Total            464,000            673,183  95.1% 

  Grand Total       16,970,513       10,977,664  51.8% 
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Answers to Charrettes 

Pay Item Description  Initial  Actual  WP/WS  

Cost Code Description Pay Item Budget   Spending   % Comp   

Temp Sed Basin  108000 Total                  250                      78   0.0%  

Bonds/Taxes/Lisc/Ins 1010000 Total             68,851               45,035   0.0%  

Project Management 1010100 Total            508,796             427,762   0.0%  

Off Trailer/Supplies 1010200 Total             18,411               21,099   0.0%  

Utilities 1010300 Total             38,433               37,482   0.0%  

Living Expenses 1010400 Total            166,300             234,582   0.0%  

Unabsorbed Items 1010500 Total            251,317             355,410   0.0%  

Miscellaneous OH Exp 1010600 Total            113,344              42,033   0.0%  

Highwy Support Equip 1010700 Total            263,066             278,013   0.0%  

Bridge Support Equip 1010800 Total             91,115              155,152   0.0%  

Misc VDOT 1010900 Total             50,089                 9,017   1,6  4.7%  

Drill and Blast 1020100 Total            552,207              76,214   0.0%  

Mass Earthwork 1020200 Total         3,113,913  3         2,301,788   81.7%  

Misc Grading 1020300 Total            391,771             317,813   1,6  27.2%  

Misc Earthwork 1020600 Total             95,162              106,636   1,6  19.0%  

Base & Paving 1030000 Total            322,811              73,037      1  11.4%  

Storm Drainage 1040000 Total            361,068             331,326   71.6%  

Resteel Support 1050100 Total             79,007               55,797   1,6  31.4%  

Resteel - support 1050101 Total                     1                      -     1.6%  

SIP Support 1050102 Total                     1                      -     0.0%  

Structure B-608 1050608 Total            129,475             128,927   107.9%  

Structure B-609 1050609 Total             91,124              101,028   135.1%  

Structure B-610 1050610 Total             99,552               18,311   17.9%  

Structure B-611 1050611 Total            231,166             186,714   79.4%  

Box Culverts  1070000 Total             36,722               41,159   158.5%  
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Traffic Control 1090000 Total            467,746             200,254      6  31.1%  

Raodside Development 1150000 Total             15,152                    117   0.0%  

Skyline Steel Corp. 8001201 Total             81,754               82,857   101.3%  

Hanson 8001242 Total            858,253  3            722,657   85.9%  5 

Vulcan 8001292 Total            957,513  3            682,036   71.2%  

Contech 8001318 Total               8,590                 4,727   55.8%  

Marshall Concrete 8001545 Total            194,854              94,342   49.9%  

ACF Environmental 8001670 Total             12,722                 6,283   45.3%  

VA Const Supply 8002376 Total             68,149               72,576   105.8%  

Bayshore Concrete 8003723 Total            512,565             429,618   83.8%  

Topikal 8003815 Total             33,301               33,297   99.99%  5 

Ameristeel Corp 8004673 Total            117,109             100,481   85.7%  

Southern Blasting 8006690 Total            170,906                     -     0.0%  

Phillips & Jordan 9000012 Total            180,000             171,000   90.0%  5 

L.S Lee, Inc 9000029 Total            341,631                4,365   1.3%  

Seaview Const 9000068 Total            150,400                     -     0.0%  

Bedford Well Drill 9000075 Total             34,634               63,142   182.3%  

Lipscomb Conc Cuttin 9000079 Total               6,288                      -     0.0%  

Hico 9000080 Total               6,769                 7,354   108.6%  

S. Ferguson 9000082 Total            282,000             309,465   109.7%  

Watts Barrier Walls 9000096 Total             45,861                      -     0.0%  

APAC 9000102 Total         2,916,309  3            739,028   25.3%  

Bernard Huff 9000106 Total            285,209              47,807   16.8%  

Marks & Assoc., LTD 9000109 Total                    -                      213   0.0%  

Rich-Lite, Inc. 9000145 Total             23,513                 7,341   31.2%  

Avett's Prec Welding 9000167 Total             20,728               17,623   85.0%  

Selco Seeding 9000173 Total            131,110             123,615   94.3%  5 

A-Annandale 9000196 Total             56,773                      -     0.0%  

RSG Landscaping 9000248 Total            307,136             220,319   71.7%  

B&B Welding 9000327 Total               1,525                 3,013   197.5%  
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Frank M Johnsom Trck 9000341 Total               8,000               24,670   308.4%  

Goble Rausche 9000392 Total               4,515                 3,235   71.7%  

Oxendine Rebar 9000424 Total             58,219               18,864   32.4%  

Warrco, Inc 9000425 Total            137,870             118,280   85.8%  

L.A.W. Enterprises 9000426 Total            118,900              28,279   23.8%  

Kesco 9000430 Total            464,000             673,183   95.1%  5 

 Grand Total       16,970,513        10,977,664   51.8%  
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